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Abstract
This thesis focuses on the development of a tomographic technique used on the Al-
cator C-Mod tokamak to reconstruct local emissivity profiles from line-of-sight inte-
grated brightness measurements of H . and low-Z plasma impurities. The knowledge
of H. emissivity profiles in particular opens up the possibility to calculate important
plasma parameters such as the particle confinement time, parallel plasma flow ve-
locities in the edge, and local neutral densities. These calculations depend on the
knowledge of plasma temperature and density in the respective regions. A simple
plasma model for the edge region is developed to interpolate between measurement
data of Langmuir probes at the divertor target and upstream. The neutral density
profile along the outer divertor target plate is examined during attached and detached
divertor plasma conditions. The neutral densities found in the divertor are consistent
with neutral pressure data from pressure gauges at the midplane and at the bottom
of the divertor. Application of the inversion algorithm to CII and CIII impurity
radiation is successfully demonstrated. Total radiation profiles measured by bolome-
ters are examined during methane impurity gas puffing and plasma detachment, and
found to agree well with reconstructed CIII profiles.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
During the past few years a noticeable change in the focus of plasma physics re-
search has occurred. More and more the research efforts are concentrating on edge
plasma physics issues and plasma/wall interactions. This development results from
recognizing the important role that the boundary region of the plasma plays.
For the reader interested in a broader treatment than provided here, I have in-
cluded references which can serve as starting points for further exploration of the
field.
1.1 Motivation of plasma edge research
For physical systems in a quasi-steady state, where transport and other physical prop-
erties of the medium are fixed, central conditions are entirely controlled by boundary
conditions. It is not completely clear to what degree this situation characterizes a
tokamak plasma. The permissible range of plasma parameters in the core, however,
where net energy is to be produced, is very narrow and restricted by the Lawson
criterion [29]. The edge conditions, on the other hand, seem to permit a much larger
degree of latitude. Here it is the constraints on tolerable wall erosion and heat loading
that must ultimately determine the permissible operating range.
The demands that next generation tokamak experiments like ITER make on the
plasma facing wall components are enormous. Parallel heat flows in the plasma edge
11
of up to 1000 MW m- 2 are expected in the edge plasma and the resulting surface
heat loads cannot be handled within the constraints of the tokamak environment [1].
Several schemes have been proposed to bring this number within reach of engineering
possibilities, all of which require extensive research. Efficient dissipation of Scrape-
Off-Layer (SOL) heat fluxes by radiation before they reach the vessel wall is one
possibility. Radiation is a volumetric process which disperses directed energy flow
into a 47r solid angle, thus reducing the peak heat load on plasma facing components.
The 'radiative divertor' exploits this idea by enhancing radiation in the divertor region
(see Fig. 1-1). Lowering the plasma temperature and/or raising the plasma density
and/or introducing small amounts of impurities into the plasma are ways to increase
the radiated power. The 'gas target divertor' is another way to reduce heat fluxes
to the wall. The principal idea is to maintain a cushion of cold neutral gas between
the plasma and the wall so that the plasma is effectively extinguished before it makes
contact with the material surface.
A number of key areas are identifiable in current plasma boundary physics re-
search. Among these are:
* Edge refueling and recycling
" Impurity generation and transport in the Scrape Off Layer (SOL)
" Radiation in the SOL
" Dissipative divertor operation
" Control of plasma boundary conditions
* Analytic modelling of the SOL
A comprehensive review of the status of these issues can be found in Refs. [50, 7].
The weakness of our understanding of tokamak edge conditions, and their relation to
central conditions, is due in part to the lack of an adequate experimental database.
Fortunately, this situation is improving. Almost all tokamaks currently operating have
devoted a large part of their physics program to plasma edge research. In particular
12
Alcator C-Mod, as the most recent tokamak experiment to commence operation, has
a strong commitment to this research topic.
1.2 Alcator C-Mod's role in edge physics
I would like to refer the reader wishing a more detailed description of Alcator C-Mod
than provided in this brief space to Ref. [41, 9, 16]. A poloidal cross section of Alcator
is shown in Fig. 1-1. To make future reference to specific parts of the Alcator
vacuum vessel easier, please refer to Fig. 1-1 for the location of the following vessel
components: The 'inner wall' (1) is the vertical section of the inner plasma facing
section of the vessel. The region near the bottom of the machine, which contains the
numbered items (2) through (7), is referred to as the 'lower divertor'. The 'upper
divertor' (8) has so far not been used, therefore obviating the need to distinguish
between the two divertor regions: the term 'divertor' with respect to Alcator C-
Mod will, throughout this work, be synonymous to 'bottom divertor'. The shape
of the plasma boundary in a diverted discharge is termed 'separatrix' (solid line in
Fig. 1-1). It contains the 'X-point' (7), where the poloidal field component vanishes.
Its intersections with the divertor hardware are called 'strike points', (near (2) and
(6)). The space bounded by the divertor target and the plasma segments joining the
strike points with the X-point is referred to as the 'private flux region'. The space
outside the separatrix which is not in the private flux region is the 'common flux
region'. The inner and outer 'divertor noses' (2 and 3) are the regions where the
near vertical target plates join the shallower upper parts of the divertor. The narrow
region between between the vertical target plates in the bottom of the divertor is the
'divertor slot' (6). Above the inner nose, the inclined region between the nose (2) and
the inner wall (1), is often referred to as the 'inner ledge' (4). There is, of course, also
a corresponding 'outer ledge' (5).
All plasma facing surfaces consist of molybdenum tiles. This in itself is a deviation
from the normal: metallic first-wall components have not yet been used in larger
scale tokamak experiments. A detailed evaluation of how they affect the plasma
13
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Figure 1-1: Poloidal cross section of Alcator C-Mod. 1: inner wall, 2: inner nose, 3: outer
nose, 4: inner ledge, 5: outer ledge, 6: slot, 7: X-point, 8: upper divertor
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performance and how they hold up in the plasma environment is needed. Tab. 1.1 is
a list of some important machine parameters.
Parameter achieved (design)
major radius 0.67 m
minor radius 0.21 m
elongation 1.8 (1.8)
toroidal B-field 5.4 T (9 T)
plasma current 1.1 MA (3 MA)
core electron density 10 2 m- 3
core electron temp. 4 keV
RF power 3.5 MW (4 MW)
Table 1.1: Machine parameters of Alcator C-Mod.
Alcator C-Mod is a compact, high field tokamak with molybdenum first wall
components, in which high density, strongly shaped plasmas can be achieved. This
results in divertor densities and divertor target heat loads which are comparable to
those expected in ITER. Fig. 1-2 is a sketch of where Alcator falls in this parameter
space.
The high densities achievable in the divertor make it possible to explore different
energy dissipation mechanisms. Dissipating as much of the thermal energy that flows
into the Scrape Off Layer (SOL) region before it reaches the material walls is key to
limiting power fluxes to the target plates. Enhanced radiation is one way to distribute
directed heat fluxes into 47r solid angle. The 'radiative divertor' and 'detached diver-
tor' are operational regimes which exploit this idea. They both require high neutral
density and low temperature in the divertor region. The 'closed' geometry of the Al-
cator C-Mod divertor facilitates the build-up of high neutral densities in the divertor
by decoupling the main plasma from the divertor plasma.
1.3 Divertor vs. limiter operation
Historically, tokamaks have been operated with a limiter defining the last closed flux
surface. Much of the earlier research has been done on limiters, c.f. [50]. The
conceptual difference between a limiter and a divertor is that the limiter defines the
15
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Figure 1-2: Comparison of accessible target conditions for several currently operational toka-
mak experiments.
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ITER
Alcator C-Mod
last closed flux surface by physical contact with a part of the wall. Divertors change
the magnetic geometry so that the last closed field line (the so-called 'separatrix' is
defined by a null in the poloidal field (see fig. 1-1 for an example of a separatrix
shape).
The common aim of both approaches is to limit the interaction of the hot parts of
the plasma with the wall components. On one hand, this minimizes wall erosion, on
the other hand, it keeps the influx of impurities from the wall into the plasma low.
Issues by which the success of a particular design can be gauged are: wall erosion,
heat load on the wall, impurity retention, density control, and engineering feasibility.
The main advantages of a divertor over a limiter have to do with the fact that
the plasma/wall interaction occurs remote from the core plasma, in a more or less
separated divertor chamber. Impurities released from the of plasma/wall contact are
less likely to penetrate into the main plasma. The increased connection length (i.e.
the length along an open magnetic field line as measured between its two contact
points with the wall) allows for large temperature gradients parallel to the magnetic
field. Because of this it is possible to have a hot plasma upstream and at the same
time keep the temperature low in the divertor. Volume energy removal processes (e.g.
radiation, charge exchange) can be kept well away from the main plasma and help to
keep the edge cool.
It is a disadvantage of divertors that they make less efficient use of the magnetic
volume, creating a private flux region where no power is produced. The smaller area
wetted by the plasma can lead to high power densities on the divertor target. A theo-
retical approach to understanding divertor plasmas is very demanding. Temperature
gradients along the field lines, ionization occurring in the SOL, possible bulk flow of
the plasma, among many other phenomena, make understanding the divertor plasma
a difficult problem.
17
1.4 Goals of this thesis
This thesis grew out of the desire to improve our understanding of the radiation
processes that occur in the SOL. The spectroscopic examination of light emitted
from this region is a convenient and non-perturbing way to probe conditions there.
However, the use of any kind of light detector always involves an implicit line-of-sight
integration along the measurement chord. The interpretation of raw measurement
results from this kind of system is sometimes difficult because of the loss of spatial
information from along the line-of-sight.
I developed a numerical tool which reconstructs the original emissivity profile that
gave rise to the measured brightness values. This is possible because Alcator C-Mod
is equipped with a light imaging system [53] providing a comprehensive coverage of
the entire emitting region. H. light is emitted by a hydrogen atom in a n = 3 -+ 2
transition with a wavelength of 6562.793 A (6561.032 A in deuterium). It is the
brightest line in the visible range of the Balmer series of the hydrogen system. Lyman-
alpha (L , , n = 2 --+ 1) is the brightest line in the entire hydrogen spectrum, with a
wavelength of 1215.670 A (1215.340 A in deuterium). Glass and quartz is opaque to
light with A < 2000 A, making H. the best choice for spectroscopic investigations of
the nature described in this thesis.
A tomographic reconstruction method has been applied to H . light. The spatial
information extractable from the set of chord measurements allows one to make quan-
titative statements about the location of recycling, and the local power radiated by
hydrogen. A study of how the H emission profile changes during a divertor plasma
detachment gives valuable insight into conditions leading up to, and persisting after,
detachment.
In order to derive other parameters from the H. measurement, detailed knowl-
edge of ne and Te, the plasma electron density and temperature, is required. A sim-
ple theoretical model, which uses Langmuir probe measurements to specify boundary
conditions at the divertor plate and further upstream, is used to infer electron tem-
perature and density in the SOL. This result, together with atomic data and the
18
H . emissivity profile is then used to find the 2-dimensional neutral hydrogen density.
Neutral density plays a large role in radiative energy loss and plasma stability in the
divertor.
In the same way one can calculate the local ionization source. The magnitude
of this particle source inside the last closed flux surface is a measure of the particle
confinement time and a convenient way of comparing the gross confinement qualities
of different plasma regimes.
Knowledge of the ionization source, which can be calculated from the H . emissivity,
allows calculation of plasma flow velocities at the edge. When assessing the impurity
retention properties of the divertor it is important to consider the forces acting on
an impurity ion. The main force which drives impurities back into the divertor is
the the frictional force of the bulk plasma ions on the impurity species. A better
understanding of the plasma flow velocity is therefore desirable since it determines
the magnitude of the frictional force.
With appropriate filters in front of the detectors, the same tomographic technique
can be applied to impurity radiation as well. A comparison of H , CII, CIII, and
bolometry data of total radiation is made for several discharge conditions. The ap-
pendix contains a paper which discusses the contribution of the inner wall and the
divertor to the total carbon concentration in the main plasma.
19
Chapter 2
Experimental Techniques
Chapter 2 gives a broad overview of the the available edge diagnostic systems on
Alcator C-Mod. In particular UVIS, the UV and visible light imaging system, de-
serves special attention, since it provides the experimental input to the tomographic
inversion algorithm. The algorithm is described in detail in Chapter 3.
2.1 Edge diagnostics on Alcator C-Mod
The list of diagnostics on Alcator which measure plasma properties directly related
to edge conditions is quite extensive [16, 31]. Due to space considerations I will limit
myself to a brief mention of the available edge diagnostics and again ask the interested
reader to follow the references given.
Langmuir probes: There are several arrays of Langmuir probes available on C-
Mod - more will be said about them in Section 2.3. They measure electron
temperature (T) and electron density (ne) at points along the inner and outer
divertor target plates.
Fast Scanning Probe (FSP): This is a pneumatically actuated probe head car-
rying four independent Langmuir probes. It scans across the the SOL within
approximately 100 ms. The FSP can be fired up to three times per discharge
and yields profiles of n, and T, upstream of the divertor target. The FSP is
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discussed in more detail in Section 2.3.
Thermocouples: Measurement of tile temperatures.
Reflectometry: Measurement of ne and he (electron density fluctuations) in the
edge region [51].
Neutral Pressure Gauge: Several neutral pressure gauges measure the background
pressure near the midplane and in the divertor [39].
Bolometer Arrays: Four arrays measure the total radiated power from the divertor
and main plasma. [11].
The UVIS system: Imaging system of UV and visible light; yields impurity and
H . brightness profiles [53].
Single Chord Spectrometer: Identification of plasma impurities [55].
Multipoint Gas Puffing System: Provides for controlled release of selectable im-
purity gases into the plasma several points around the wall (c.f. Ref. [19]).
So far the vast majority of experiments have been conducted in a single null
configuration using the bottom divertor only. Very few diagnostics are available for
the top divertor.
2.2 The UV and visible light imaging system (UVIS)
A set of multi-chord absolutely calibrated imaging arrays is installed on Alcator C-
Mod which views the entire light emitting plasma area. A total of four views, equipped
with Reticon 1 linear diode arrays, covers the poloidal cross-section from the top, the
outboard side, and the bottom. It is data from these arrays that are used in the
tomographic inversion.
'Product sold by EG&G Reticon, Salem, MA 01970
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2.2.1 The UVIS hardware
Numbers in parentheses in the following discussion refer to numbered items in Fig.
2-2. As mentioned above, there are four different views (see Fig. 2-1). Because
-B-side
.....-B-top
- - F-side
--- K-bottom
I I I I I I
0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
Figure 2-1: The UVIS system has four views of the plasma (each comprising 64 individual
chords), covering the entire light emitting region. Note that the individual detector arrays are
not all located at the same toroidal position. Lines show the limits of each array.
of the thickness of the superstructure surrounding Alcator, the views are from points
re-entrant to the vacuum vessel through quartz windows (1). These views (B-side,
B-top, F-side, and K-bottom) are located at different toroidal positions corresponding
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to access ports on the machine. B- and F-port are spaced 1440 apart in the toroidal
direction; F- and K-port are another 144' apart. In each case a C-mount camera lens
(2) projects an image of the plasma onto a 8 x 10 mm coherent glass fiber bundle
(3). The bundles have a length of 1.8 or 4 m - depending on the array - and a
resolution of 50 line pairs per millimeter. Their spectral transmittance permits use of
wavelengths above about 400 nm, below this wavelength they transmit light poorly.
Unfortunately they are subject to degradation of transmission due to exposure to
neutron and hard X-ray radiation[52].
The images transmitted by three bundles are viewed in two colors simultaneously
by employing a beamsplitter (4) in front of two SLR camera lenses (2) (the fourth
array, on the F-side port, is only equipped with one fixed H. filter). Following each
of the lenses is an interference filter (5,6 )and a lens (2) which focuses a demagnified
image onto the diode array (7). In this manner, each view can monitor two visible
emission lines. One of these is fixed at the H . wavelength (6). The other filter (5) can
be chosen remotely between shots from six filters mounted on a filter wheel. The filter
wheel itself is not accessible during operation and the set of filters installed in it can
only be changed after each day's runs or during maintenance periods. Tab. 2.1 lists
the interference filters which were available for the 1995 run period. Unfortunately
SpeciesI A0 ( A)
H0  6560
HeI 5876
HeII 4686
CII 5145
CIII 4651
OIl 4420
Nel 5853
Nel 6428
ArI 6965
Table 2.1: A list of currently available interference filters for the Reticon arrays. Successful
reconstructions have been accomplished with H 0 , C11, and CIII filters.
due to low light intensities successful reconstructions have only been accomplished
with H. , CII and CIII filters. A spectroscopic survey of the entire visible spectral
region during puffing of different impurity gas species is planned. This is expected to
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yield brighter lines for the listed impurity species.
The individual diode elements are rectangular, 0.05 mm x 2.5 mm. This, in
conjunction with the previously described optical system, determines the field-of-
view in the plasma for each diode. Typically, adjacent chord centers are separated
by ; 1 cm poloidally in the plasma. The field-of-view in the 'long' direction of the
detector elements coincides with the 'toroidal' direction in the tokamak. To limit the
acceptance in this direction parts of the detector surface have been masked off. This
is important when tomographic reconstructions are attempted from the measurement
data (see Chapter 3).
All of the arrays in combination provide full coverage of the poloidal cross-section
of Alcator C-Mod's vacuum vessel with the exception of the region around the top
divertor. The analog data from the Reticon detectors are sent to digitizers which
communicate through a CAMAC interface with the main data storage and analysis
computer system (a VAX cluster).
One advantage of the linear diode array is that the data are read out serially and
thus require only one digitizer channel per array. Variable frame rates from ~ 1 Hz to
~ 3.5 kHz result in a large dynamic range for these detectors. Reticon diode arrays
are commercially available and relatively inexpensive. A drawback, however, is their
maximum speed which is limited by the serial data transfer of all 64 channels per
array to the digitizer board. The achievable time resolution is about 1 ms.
2.2.2 Calibration
In order to use all the arrays in combination, the absolute sensitivity of each diode in
each array had to be measured. These measurements also include the optical imaging
system in the set-up used on the machine. In addition, the view of each diode has to
be determined. These calibrations were done in the three steps described below.
First, the optical axis of each chordal view was measured relative to the C-Mod
vacuum vessel. This was done by moving a light source to a number of known positions
inside the vacuum vessel. This calibration was also checked for consistency against a
similar one performed independently in the laboratory.
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Figure 2-2: The data collection pathway from the plasma to the storage and analysis system
of one out of four views. 1: quartz window, 2: camera lens, 3: coherent glass fiber bundle, 4:
beam splitter, 5: remotely changeable interference filter, 6: H, filter, 7: 64 individual detectors.
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Second, the relative sensitivity of each individual detector within a given array
was determined. Although the responses of the diodes are quite uniform, the addition
of the imaging optics results in vignetting and introduces non-uniformities. Fig. 2-
3 shows the result of the relative sensitivity calibration of the one of the arrays
on the B-side view. It is desirable that the relative sensitivity for a given array
1.0
0.8
Z'
U)
0.6 I
0.4
0.2
0.0
10 20 30
Chord #
40 50 60
Figure 2-3: The relative sensitivity of the B-side array across all 64 channels normalized to
one. Note that the first diode and the last three diodes are not used because of their low relative
sensitivity.
be independent of the interference filter in front of it. To meet this condition the
interference filters were selected to have a bandwidth larger than 2.5 nm (FWHM),
so that the ±6* angular spread of the rays incident on it has a negligible effect on
the transmission. Relative calibration was accomplished by moving a low pressure
hydrogen lamp across the field-of-view, with the appropriate H, filter placed in front
of the array. The independence of the relative calibration of the central wavelength
of the filter was verified by repeating the process with a helium lamp and a HeI filter
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(Ao = 588 nm).
Finally, the absolute sensitivity of each diode array was calibrated against a lab-
oratory standard uniform light source. 2
Uncertainties in the positional alignment of each view are estimated to be less than
±0.5*. Serendipitous evidence of this was provided by observing the light emitted
during a gas injection from a capillary tube on the inner wall. The light emitted from
the location of the capillary produces a narrow bright spot on the inner wall whose
location is known accurately. Its image is less than two pixels wide (FWHM) and
verified the spatial alignment of the B-side array. This can also be used to put an
upper limit to the spatial resolving power of the imaging system.
The uncertainty in relative calibration across each array is estimated to be within
±10%. The uncertainty in the absolute calibration between arrays introduces the
largest uncertainty in the calibration procedure. The inherent procedural error is
probably within ±20%. However, apart from this there are time dependent changes
in the transmission of the quartz window and the glass fiber bundle. It was observed
that over several months of operation the quartz window was covered with sputtered
material and had a significantly lowered transmittance. Fig. 2-4 summarizes the
observed changes in absolute calibration over time for two arrays. As the data
in Fig. 2-4 show, most of the degradation occurred during the first six months of
machine operation, with comparatively small changes later on. The radiation damage
to the B-side fiber bundle is more severe than the one observed on the B-top array
bundle, for which no significant degradation in the H transmission was observed.
All data analyzed in this thesis was taken after the last calibration check. It is
unclear how the fiber transmission changed as a function of time during operation.
One could argue in favor of a continuous browning of the fiber during the time of
machine operation, in which case a linear interpolation of the absolute calibration
between values before and after the operating period would seem reasonable. On the
other hand, the temporarily strong bursts of X-ray radiation observed during run-
away discharges and disruptions could potentially cause a much more sudden change
2Commercially available from Labsphere, Inc., PO Box 70, North Sutton, NH 03260
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Figure 2-4: The effect of cumulative machine operation on the absolute calibration of the
B-side and B-top arrays, normalized to the maximum value in transmission.
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in transmission. Acknowledging the lack of experimental data on fiber browning,
the closest available absolute calibration has been used in the calculations. The
F-side array views the plasma from a location where window coating by sputtered
material is not negligible. Since the detectors are mounted directly at the port with
no intermediate fiber bundle, its calibration is independent of cumulative radiation
damage to the fiber optics. A comparison of observed brightnesses between the F-
side array and the B-side array, viewing the same location on the inner wall, shows
good agreement and hence lends credibility to the absolute calibration of B-side.
These comparisons do, however, assume toroidally symmetric emission and could
only be performed for the H wavelength. Agreement in absolute brightness between
corresponding chords of the F-side and B-side arrays is usually within 10-20%. It
has been determined experimentally, that an uncertainty of t20% in the absolute
calibration of the B-side array leads to an uncertainty in emissivities in pixels seen
by this array of the same magnitude. This is true for H emission patterns of the
general shape found during diverted plasma operation.
2.3 Langmuir Probes
Langmuir probes are embedded in the tiles covering the inner and outer bottom
divertor (see Fig. 2-5) and permit measurements of electron temperature and density
at these locations. Each probe position is actually a probe triplet, consisting of
two flush mount probes and one 'domed' probe, all at the same poloidal position but
spaced toroidally by 2 cm. Data from the flush-mount probes have proved difficult
to interpret [28], therefore only data from the domed probes are used in the analysis.
Their domed shape protrudes a small distance above the tile surface and makes the
magnetic field wetted area less dependent on the local field line angle.
Figure 2-5 also shows the location of a Fast Scanning Probe (FSP) which can be
actuated pneumatically and scans rapidly across the thickness of the SOL up to the
separatrix. This scan can be done up to three times during a discharge and yields
spatial profiles of the electron density and temperature in the SOL at the time of
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inner probe array
outer probe array
Figure 2-5: Shown are the locations of the Langmuir probes embedded in the inner and outer
divertor plates. The Fast Scanning Probe enters the SOL farther upstream on the outboard side
as indicated in the sketch.
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firing. The probe head actually bears four independent Langmuir probes which face
in directions 900 apart. This arrangement permits the direct measurement of plasma
flow. Unfortunately, only two of the four probes were available through most of the
recent run campaign.
2.4 Summary
The experimental data used in the work presented is derived primarily from a 256-
chord absolutely calibrated optical imaging system (UVIS system). Comprising four
views, the combined data from all channels cover the entire light emitting area of
the plasma with the exception of the upper divertor region. A beam splitter and
selectable interference filter allow for the simultaneous reconstruction of H light as
well as one other impurity emission line. Reliable absolute calibration of each array
is made difficult by the effect of fiber browning due to X-ray and neutron damage
to the glass fiber bundle connecting the arrays to view ports. The uncertainty in
absolute calibrations is estimated to be ±20%. Cross calibration of the B-side array
with the F-side array, which is not subjected to fiber bundle browning, helps reduce
the uncertainty in the B-side absolute calibration.
Other experimental measurements used to interpret the UVIS data are derived
from Langmuir probes in the divertor, a Fast-Scanning-Probe (FSP) upstream of the
outboard divertor, neutral pressure gauges, and bolometer arrays.
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Chapter 3
The Tomographic Reconstruction
The problem of reconstructing the underlying spatial emissivity profile from a set of
line-of-sight chordal measurements is in the realm of tomography. Historically, tomog-
raphy found its first large scale application in medicine (Computer Aided Tomography
scan, or CAT scan). For a typical medical CAT scan of the human cranium, a total of
roughly 360,000 chord measurements is used for each vertical slice through the brain.
The spatial resolution obtained in this way is of the order of 1 mm. X-ray absorption
depends on the density of the material through which the X-rays are transmitted.
In CAT it is assumed that the transmission of X-rays through a given body tissue
varies linearly with the pathlength in the tissue. It is this linear dependence which
makes it possible to deduce the tissue density given the transmitted X-ray power and
viewing geometry for each chord. Instead of filling a volume with absorbing material
of various density one can also consider a distributed source of emission in a given
volume. If the emission source itself is optically thin so that again the measured
intensity depends linearly on the path length through the source, tomography can
be applied to calculate the emitted power per volume of source (see Fig. 3-1). Each
detector measures the line integrated power emitted along its line of sight. Theoreti-
cally, the knowledge of an infinite set of brightness measurements by detectors which
sample each point in space from all possible directions is equivalent to the emissivity
distribution (W/m 3 ) of the emitting volume. It should be noted that not only emit-
ting processes but also absorbing processes can be subject to tomography, as long as
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Figure 3-1: Detector arrays measuring the brightness (W/m 2 ) of a spatially distributed source.
the radiation intensity depends linearly on the pathlength in the medium.
In general, the quality of the reconstruction of the emissivity distribution depends
on the number of chordal measurements and their viewing geometry. Tomography
has been applied in the past in tokamaks almost exclusively to X-ray emission (see for
example Ref. [13]). Plasmas which emit appreciable amounts of X-rays are found in
the center of tokamaks. Techniques developed for the tomographic reconstruction of
X-rays cannot generally be applied to light emission from the plasma edge. Frequently
X-ray tomography relies on the assumption that locations of constant X-ray emission
coincide with flux surfaces. These conditions permit the successful application of
tomography even though the number of X-ray detectors is comparatively small (about
100 in JET and Alcator C-Mod) [13].
In contrast to X-rays, visible light is almost exclusively emitted from the cooler
plasma regions found in the plasma edge. Open field lines and complicated geometry
(e.g. the divertor) make it impossible to use the same assumptions as with X-rays.
Recently, tomographic reconstruction of radiation from the plasma edge has been
attempted on various machines by different methods [18, 35, 27]. On the DIII-D
tokamak as well as recently on Alcator C-Mod, the reconstruction of bolometry data
has been achieved [30, 10]. As diagnostic systems providing the comprehensive cover-
age and resolution necessary to attempt tomography are installed on more and more
machines, this powerful data analysis technique will become a mainstream tool for
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analyzing spectroscopic data.
So far the required coverage of the plasma volume by an imaging system in the
visible has been lacking from many experiments. The UVIS system of Alcator C-Mod
(see Chapter 2 for more detail) has sufficient spatial coverage to permit a tomographic
inversion without making unjustified a priori assumptions about the emission pattern.
In the following sections I will describe the algorithm used and present a suite of tests
to which it has been subjected in order to gauge its performance and limitations.
3.1 The Algorithm
Mathematically, the measurement result of each detector is a line of sight integration
through the emitting region and the set of measurements can be represented by a set
of integrals:
b1 = s E(r) ds1
bi = sE(r) dsi (3.1)
bN LN e(r) dsN
Here bi is the brightness measured in the i-th detector, E(r) represents the emissivity
distribution which is integrated along the line of sight of the i-th chord. The set
of integral equations can be discretized if we introduce discrete sub-volumes, pixels,
which are sufficiently small so that the emissivity can be considered constant within
each pixel
M
bi = Ai E. (3.2)
j=O
Equation 3.2 is now a matrix equation in which i = 1, .. ., N indicates the i-th chord
and j = 1,. . . , M runs through the number of pixels. The matrix element Ai3 is the
contribution of the j-th pixel to the signal in the i-th chord.
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The mathematical problem of extracting the set of M emissivities reduces to
inverting Equ. 3.2:
=A' -b. (3.3)
Although formally correct, an inverse in the usual sense of the word does not nec-
essarily exist; matrix A generally is not square (i.e. the number of chords, N, is
not equal to the number of pixels, M). If the problem is overdetermined, meaning
N > M, there may exist a solution in the least squares sense which yields emissivities
for each pixel so as to minimize the difference between the measured signal and a
calculated set of chord integrals through the reconstructed emission pattern.
When N < M, i.e. the number of measurement input data is less than the
number of pixels, a unique solution does not exist and any vector taken from the
nullspace of matrix A may be added to the solution to form a new solution, which
is indistinguishable from the original one on the basis of the measurement data at
hand. However, other information available (e.g. other diagnostic results, physical
intuition, etc.) can be used to impose constraints on the solution. Each constraint
that can be incorporated into the linear formulation of the problem adds one equation
and thereby closes the gap between the number of unknown and known quantities.
Fig. 3-2 shows the pixel layout used. To be able to account for all contributions
to each chord, it is important that the entire emitting region be covered by pixels. As
shown in Fig. 3-2, I have assumed that large regions exist where the emission is zero,
as indicated by the shaded pixels. On Alcator we find generally that already a few
centimeters inside the separatrix temperatures are sufficiently high (several hundred
eV) to allow only negligible amounts of visible radiation from there. On the outboard
side, recycling surfaces are so far away from the plasma that again very little radiation
comes from these regions. This is supported by video pictures taken with H a and CIII
filters from tangential and vertical views. The remainder of null pixels are in regions
where they coincide with material surfaces.
There are several considerations which bear on the number of pixels used for the
inversion. A balance has to be found between a large number of pixels, which can
potentially best approximate the continuous distribution found in reality, and the
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Figure 3-2: The pixel layout used for the tomography. Each pixel is axisymmetric and has 2.5
cm square poloidal cross-section. Shaded pixels are forced to zero emission, a typical plasma
shape is also shown.
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available information represented by the number of measurements available. The
information extracted from the set of brightness measurements does not increase
beyond certain limits with increasing number of pixels. At best one can extract as
much information as was present in the original data. Through experimenting with a
large number of different pixel grids of various spatial resolutions I have adopted the
present layout shown in Fig. 3-2. The solution does not depend sensitively on the
particular grid for the general arrangement used.
There are 780 pixels in Fig. 3-2, roughly 500 of them forced to zero. With
information available from 256 chords and about 300 valid pixels, this system is still
underdetermined. At this stage, additional constraints have to be introduced, with
particular care not to bias the solution.
A non-negativity constraint seems very appealing, since positive emission in ev-
ery pixel is a justified assumption when re-absorption in the emission medium is
negligible. Line integrated neutral densities observed on Alcator are of the order of
10 20 m-2, where re-absorption by neutral H and H2 is negligible. On the other hand, a
disadvantage of the non-negativity constraint is its non-linear nature, which makes it
necessary to use more complicated and time consuming numeric algorithms to solve
the set of linear equations (Equs. 3.2).
It is desirable to be able to enforce a variable degree of smoothness in the solu-
tion. Although the particular amount of smoothing applied to a solution is a free
parameter of the algorithm, it can be adjusted guided by other observations. Math-
ematically, a smoothness constraint can be implemented by minimizing the second
spatial derivative of the solution. In a one dimensional nearest neighbor discretization
this is simply
df2(x,) 
- f(x.+1) - 2f(x.) + f(x._). (3.4)
dX2
The two-dimensional generalization of Equ. 3.4 can be written in matrix form for
the point with coordinates (Xi, yj) as shown in Tab. 3.1; it constitutes one constraint
equation for the pixel centered at point (Xi, yj). There is an equation like this for
each pixel. This number of M equations is then combined into a square matrix S.
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-___ Li1 i i+1
j-1 0 1 0j 1 -4 1
j+1 0 1 0
Table 3.1: The two-dimensional nearest neighbor smoothing matrix.
The full set of model equations is therefore given by
All ... A1m
El
An1 ... Anm
0(Sii ... Sim) b(35
\0(Sm1 ... Smm)
In Equ. 3.5 the parameter o- adjusts the weight of the smoothness constraint and
has to be chosen suitably (see later, page 58). The RHS of Equ. 3.5 is a (n + m)-
element vector, containing in the first n elements the measured chord brightnesses.
As will be discussed in more detail in Section 3.3, even including the smoothing
constraint, the structure of the linear problem does not give satisfactory solutions. In
particular, a significant number of the resulting emissivities ci can be negative, which
is not physical. Therefore Equ. 3.5 is solved in a least-squares sense under a non-
negativity constraint (see Ref. [17]). The smoothing constraint alone is insufficient
to yield reasonable solutions which are positive everywhere; a more complete set of
measurements would obviate the need of enforcing non-negativity.
From here on the geometry matrix A is defined to include both the geometry and
the smoothness constraint. Its definition is therefore
A= A - (b, O)T, (3.6)
[aS
where the matrix Ag now contains only the viewing geometry of the problem.
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3.2 The Geometry Matrix
With the general outline of the inversion algorithm as described in the previous sec-
tion, it remains to be explained how to find the geometry matrix A defined in Equ.
3.2.
The calculation of the elements Ai3 is in general a geometric problem which can
be solved at various levels of accuracy. The simplest model assumes that each chord
is an infinitely thin ray with negligible poloidal and toroidal extent. In keeping with
this assumption, the contribution of a pixel to the chord brightness is the pathlength
which the chord spends inside the particular pixel. On Alcator the spacing between
chords at distances far from the detector, e.g. in the divertor region for the top
detector array, can approach 2 cm. Since this distance is commensurate with the
pixel size (2.5 cm), the thin chord approximation breaks down in that region.
Keeping in mind that the matrix elements have units of length, we have to define
an equivalent pathlength which more accurately reflects the finite poloidal spread of
each chord. This can be done by taking the poloidal average over the the pathlength
as defined by Equ. 3.7
= J' s(O) dO. (3.7)
02 -01 ,
The integrand s is then the pathlength of an infinitesimally thin chord of direction 0.
To illustrate the algorithm used to calculate the effective pathlength § consider
Fig. 3-3. The pathlength s(9) drops to zero at points 1 and 4 (right hand graph)
because rays outside that range do not pass through the pixel (c.f. left hand graph).
To a high degree of accuracy the pathlength varies linearly between the four marked
points. This statement is strictly true only in the limit where the pixel dimension
is negligible compared to its distance from the detector. In the worst case for the
specific pixel grid shown in Fig. 3-2 the ratio of distance from the detector to pixel
size is 0.1. This is for the top most pixel that is not forced to zero (i.e. not shown
gray in Fig. 3-2) with respect to the B-top array (see Fig. 2-1). The integral in
Equ. 3.7 can therefore be approximated by the area of a polygon, which is easily and
quickly evaluated.
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Figure 3-3: The left panel shows four rays passing through the corners of a pixel. On the
right is a plot of the path length of subchords s(0) through the pixel shown on the left. The
points marked 1 - 4 correspond to the four rays shown on the left.
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The toroidal dimension has so far been ignored. The three dimensional nature
of the problem needs to be taken into account, however, because the object plane of
the optical imaging system is straight and does not coincide with the curved toroidal
coordinate direction; therefore axisymmetry is broken. Fig. 3-4 attempts to clarify
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Figure 3-4: The left panel shows a top view of a toroidal ring of emission with a chordal view
of a typical chord of the B-side detector array. On the right is a side view of the same situation.
Notice that due to the perspective and the toroidal spread of the view, different portions of the
emission appear at different elevations as seen by the B-side array. As indicated, the angles <0
and 6 represent the toroidal and poloidal angles, respectively.
this point. It demonstrates how the toroidal extent of a chord's field of view affects
which pixels are seen. The equation of a ray leaving the detector with a given poloidal
angle 0 and toroidal angle q is
x = xo+lcos(0)cos(4)
y = yo + l cos(0) sin(0) (3.8)
z = zo+lsin(0)cos(),
where I measures the length along the line-of-sight and (xo, yo, zo) is the location of
the detector in cartesian coordinates with their origin at the center of the machine
(refer to Fig. 3-4 for the definition of the angles 0 and q). A ring of constant emission
situated at elevation z will be seen by rays of different poloidal angle 0 depending
on their toroidal angle 0. The data from a particular view will thus appear averaged
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over a region depending on 4).
The undesirable effect described above can be minimized by limiting the field-of-
view in the toroidal direction. Masks have been installed in each detector array which
limit its toroidal viewing angle (see Chapter 2 for more detail). Masks will improve
the angular definition of views but do so only at the expense of signal amplitude.
Therefore the installed masks are a compromise and still permit rays which are, in
the case of the B-side array, tangent to the inner wall cylinder at a major radius of
0.44 m (see for example ray 1 in Fig. 3-4). Rays like ray 1 in Fig. 3-4, which are
sufficiently close to the edge of the view, have significantly longer pathlengths because
of their grazing angle with respect to the toroidally symmetric emission. Given these
considerations, the elements of the geometry matrix have been calculated in a full
3-dimensional geometry.
The average pathlength for a chord in a particular pixel is found by sampling the
toroidal and poloidal extent of the field of view with infinitely thin rays (see for exam-
ple Fig. 3-5). The average pathlength is calculated from the numerically integrated
pathlength profile. It is important to ensure that no structures in the sampled profile
are lost due to too low sampling frequencies. A series of tests have been conducted
leading to a non-uniform sampling in the toroidal angle with higher sampling fre-
quencies near the edges of the view where most of the structure appears. There some
angles can become tangential to the toroidal direction and lead to comparatively large
pathlengths in the corresponding pixel.
To illustrate the effect which successive improvements have on the geometry ma-
trix, consider Figs. 3-6 and 3-7. Notice how the three dimensional model (right
hand side of Fig. 3-7) has noticeably different weights for pixels located in the diver-
tor region. Pixels which do not contribute to the chord in the 2-dimensional model
have non-zero weight when considering the full 3-dimensional geometry. The curved
feature associated with the top chord in the same plot is due to rays which are close
to the toroidal view limit and can therefore see beyond the radius of the inner wall.
Their projection onto a poloidal plane accounts for the seemingly arced trajectory.
Despite the effort of calculating the geometry matrix to sufficient accuracy, there
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A0.081
Figure 3-5: The pathlength of rays in a single pixel near the inner divertor throat plotted
versus poloidal and toroidal angle from the detector. They originate at the vertex of the B-side
array and sample an angular extent in the poloidal and toroidal directions corresponding to one
pixel. The pathlength of each ray is plotted as a function of its toroidal and poloidal launch
angle.
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Thin Chord Approximation
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Figure 3-6: A comparison of the thin chord approximation (left) and the two dimensional
model (right) for two chords of the B-side array. The contribution of each pixel to the signal in
each respective chord is represented by its shade (darker corresponding to longer pathlength).
Note the more 'smeared-out' appearance that emerges when using the 2-dimensional model
which averages over the poloidal extent of the view.
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Figure 3-7: This figure shows the changes induced by accounting for the toroidal curvature
of the pixel geometry. On the left is the two dimensional model allowing only for the poloidal
spread (same as right hand side of Fig. 3-6); on the right is the result obtained with the three
dimensional model geometry described in the text.
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remains still a number of tacit assumptions and restrictions which should be men-
tioned.
o Toroidal symmetry of the emission. Due to spatial and access limitations, it is
not possible to have all detector arrays located at the same toroidal location.
Fig. 3-8 shows a time history of the brightness of a spot on the inner wall
near the midplane as observed by two detectors at different toroidal locations
(i.e. B-port and F-port, spaced 1440 apart around the torus). Video pictures
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Figure 3-8: The brightness of a spot on the inner wall near z = 0 throughout a typical shot
(940623018). The two traces correspond to two detectors situated on B-port and F-port, 144*
apart toroidally. The good tracking of the two traces indicates that toroidal variations are small.
taken from a top-viewing and radially-viewing CCD cameras also show emission
in toroidal rings of uniform brightness throughout most of a shot. Only at early
times, shortly after break-down, and in the final stages of a discharge are there
strong toroidal variations in emission.
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" Flat response across a detector channel. In calculating the elements of the
geometry matrix, I have assumed that each ray striking the surface of a detector
is detected with equal efficiency. In truth there usually is vignetting in any
optical system, which is most pronounced near the periphery of the image. The
sensitivity measured across the 64 channels of a detector array is flat near the
center and exhibits rather steep slopes at either end (c.f. Fig. 2-3). What
alleviates this shortcoming is the fact that each array is aimed in such a way
that the brightest regions of emission are imaged onto the central parts of the
array. Assuming no sensitivity variation across a single detector (as part of
a detector array) is therefore not a significant problem. Since the variation
of sensitivity is known experimentally, it could, in principle, be incorporated
into the geometry matrix. Vignetting problems and accompanying sensitivity
variations across a detector in the toroidal direction are not of big concern.
Masks have been installed in all arrays which serve to limit the views to regions
where vignetting is negligible.
* The calculation of the geometry matrix has shown itself to be a rather compu-
tationally involved and time consuming process. In speeding the computations,
the pathlength of rays inside individual pixels has been calculated to a limited
accuracy of ±1 mm. Since the dimensions of a pixel are 25 mm on each side,
this accuracy seems sufficient. It is possible to decrease the uncertainty at the
expense of a much increased computation time.
" A divertor viewing array has been installed at the K-bottom port; it views
across the divertor from the outboard side (see Fig. 2-1). The divertor tiles at
the K-port toroidal location have been removed over a length of approximately
8 cm. This introduces a toroidal asymmetry in that the K-bottom array will not
see recycling from this location. The B-top array sees the same pixels but at a
different toroidal location where the divertor tiles have not been removed. The
contribution of these pixels to the K-bottom view must therefore be discounted
due to the missing recycling from this location. Comparing the brightness of
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pixels adjoining the inner divertor to pixels in the private flux region some dis-
tance away from the wall, the contribution of recycling to the H, emission close
to the wall was estimated to be of the order of 90% to the total emission inside
the pixel volume there. The installation of one additional view (A-bottom) is
planned for the near future. It will be aimed across the divertor slot and see
the outboard target. Until this view is incorporated into the tomographic data
analysis, emissivity values in the divertor slot are subject to large uncertainties.
3.3 Verification of The Inversion Method
In an attempt to quantify the performance of the tomographic reconstruction algo-
rithm described above, it has been subjected to several tests. The main questions
which have to be answered are: how accurate a representation of reality is the recon-
struction, and how susceptible to measurement errors (noise, calibration uncertain-
ties, etc.) is it. In the realm of linear algebra there are standard techniques to attack
these questions. Due to the non-linear constraint used in the inversion technique the
applicability of these methods to this problem is limited.
Because of this, the question of systematic error in the reconstruction is difficult
to answer in a general way. To gauge the performance of the inversion, we have to
compare the result with an independently known test emission. An artificial emission
pattern is generated, which is assumed to be representative of the ones actually present
during tokamak operation. From this the brightnesses as measured by the detectors
can be calculated by appropriate integration over the field of view for each detector.
The inversion algorithm then calculates an emission pattern based upon this input,
which can be compared to the original one.
It should be noted that this test is only valid for the given emission profile. With
some level of confidence one can assume that the behavior of the algorithm will
vary smoothly and linearly for sufficiently small deviations from the original starting
profile. However, a detailed analysis should be performed for every class of emission
profile expected. In practice I have found that on diverted discharges on Alcator
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with a single null at the bottom and the VB-drift towards the X-point, the resulting
emissivity profiles fall into two general classes depending on whether the divertor
plasma is detached or not.
As an initial test the chordal brightnesses have been reconstructed from the calcu-
lated emissivity profile as shown in Fig. 3-9. The comparison shows that measured
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Figure 3-9: A comparison of measured and calculated chord brightnesses for a typical Alcator
shot (940202006, t=0.683s). The symbols are the measurement data for each channel of the
three arrays. The line represents the fitted profiles from the inversion.
brightness data can be reconstructed to within measurement errors, with the excep-
tion of one feature in the F-side array. It is important to keep in mind that a set
of measured chordal brightness data does not uniquely determine the emission pro-
file of the plasma. Agreement of the reconstruction with the experiment in terms of
chordal brightness is a necessary but not sufficient condition for the reconstruction of
emission profiles. Tests which provide more evidence that the reconstructed emission
pattern indeed approximates reality will be presented later. First, some comments
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with respect to the apparent disagreement in the F-side array reconstruction is in
order.
The reconstructed brightness in chords 8-12 of the F-side array is significantly
higher than the measured one. This narrow peak is due to one pixel, whose emissivity
has been overestimated by the inversion. Fig. 3-10 shows the emissivity as calculated
from the input data plotted in Fig. 3-9. The spurious pixel is in top center, bracketed
by chords 8 and 12 of the F-side array. To verify that emission from this pixel is
the culprit causing the artifact in the F-side reconstruction, its emission has been set
to zero (since all its neighboring pixels have zero emission). The chordal brightness
profiles based on the so modified emission pattern are shown in Fig. 3-11. The fact
that the spurious feature vanishes in the F-side reconstruction identifies this pixel
as the source of the problem. It should also be noted that the reconstruction in the
other arrays is not influenced visibly by this, because the brightest feature in the view
of the F-side array has less than 10% of the brightness observed by the other arrays
(8 W m- 2 sr- 1 compared to 100-150 W m-2 sr-1). Several experiments have been
performed to attempt an explanation of the discrepancy, which are described below.
A reconstruction based only on the B-side and the F-side arrays does not lead to
the artifact in the F-side reconstruction and yields uniformly good agreement between
measurement and calculation for those arrays. Several reconstructions have been
attempted which did not use parts of the B-side array data with varying degrees of
success in eliminating the artifact. This suggests that the combined data of all arrays
is inconsistent with the model assumptions. A direct comparison of the raw data in
overlapping viewing regions excludes toroidal asymmetries as a possible explanation.
In calculating the geometry matrix it has been quietly assumed that all rays terminate
at the vessel boundary, disregarding the possibility of reflections. Particularly in
Alcator C-Mod with its molybdenum tiles as first wall material, this possibility must
be considered. Examining the general distribution of emission shown in Fig. 3-
10, light emitted from the bright localized region near the inboard divertor can, by
reflection off the inclined divertor ledge, contribute to the brightness observed in B-
top chords 45-53. The enhanced brightness in these chords would not be seen by
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Figure 3-10: Reconstruction of the input data shown in Fig. 3-9. Chords 8-12 of the F-side
array, 45-53 of the B-top array, 35-44 of the B-side array, and 49-63 of the K-bottom array are
also shown.
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Figure 3-11: The set of brightness measurements re-computed from the modified emission
pattern in which the spurious emission has been zeroed (solid line) is compared to the measured
brightness (symbols).
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other arrays looking at the same region. The particular region near the inner divertor
nose is well diagnosed by a total of three arrays and emission from this region is thus
well determined, leaving little freedom to account for the additional light reflected
into the B-top view. Hence it will be less 'costly' - in a least-squares sense - to
place any spurious emission near the top, where it is only seen by two arrays (B-top
and F-side).
By disregarding any information from the bottom region in the B-side and K-
bottom views (i.e. not using chords 35-44 and 49-63 of B-side and K-bottom, respec-
tively), the situation can be reversed, and the inner divertor region is now diagnosed
worse than the upper parts of the plasma. If reflection is the cause of the artifact
then the spurious emission is expected to shift from the upper part of the vessel to the
inner divertor under these modified conditions. Fig. 3-12 indeed shows a significant
reduction in the F-side anomaly. It should be of no surprise that parts of B-side
and K-bottom data are badly reproduced. As mentioned before, these parts have
been specifically ignored in the reconstruction. To substantiate this theory further,
I included a contribution of pixels from the bright region at the inner divertor nose
to B-top chords 45-53. The contribution has been estimated as 50% of the aver-
age brightness in this region, equal for all affected chords of the B-top array. This
gross simplification is only intended to support reflection as the likely candidate for
the problem, not as a way to remedy it. A reconstruction using the thus modified
geometry matrix has been performed using all available data from all arrays. The
comparison of calculation and experiment is shown in Fig. 3-13. The agreement
of measurement and calculation has substantially improved over the original attempt
(c.f. Fig. 3-9). This leaves reflection off the upper inboard divertor surfaces as the
likely cause of the previously observed artifact. A completely different distribution
of emission is depicted in Fig. 3-14, which was taken during the start-up phase of
the same shot (950202006, t = 0.2 s). In this case the agreement of calculated and
measured chord brightness is quite good (c.f. Fig. 3-15) with no discernible reflection
problem.
The question needs to be addressed, whether reflections do not always influence the
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Figure 3-12: A chord reconstruction of brightness where information from B-side, chords
35-44, and K-bottom, chords 49-63, has been discarded. The decrease in size of the artifact in
channels 8-12 of the F-side array is evidence for reflection as the cause of this problem.
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Figure 3-13: Comparison of brightness measurement and calculation accounting for reflection
in the simple way described in the text. The absence of the artifact in the reconstruction of the
F-side array suggests reflections as its likely explanation.
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Figure 3-14: The different emission source of a limited plasma during start-up (shot
950202006, t = 0.2 s) does not give rise to reflection problems as can demonstrated in Fig.
3-15/
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Figure 3-15: Comparison of measured and calculated brightness profiles for a limited plasma
(see Fig. 3-14). No artifact due to reflection is discernible.
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results of a reconstruction and whether they present a significant source of uncertainty.
It is of some comfort to know that a reflection cannot be brighter than its source.
Of significantly more use than that, is the fact that in the present formulation of the
geometry matrix, reflections are an 'inconsistency' in the data. As such, they will
manifest themselves as discrepancies in the comparison of experimental and calculated
brightness profiles, similar to the case discussed above. Effects of reflection have so
far not been of concern in other machines, since graphite, the commonly used first-
wall material, has a much lower surface reflection coefficient than molybdenum. The
effects of reflection can be taken into account by 'rendering' the inner surface of the
tokamak. Three dimensional ray tracing codes are used widely in the field of computer
graphics, and their application to tomography will likely lead to a much improved
model for the geometry matrix.
As noted previously, the agreement of reconstructed chordal brightness data with
the measured data is not a sufficient condition for the correct reconstruction of the
emissivity profile. A direct comparison of a known emission profile to its reconstruc-
tion provides a more direct measure of the performance of the algorithm. Fig. 3-16
shows an artificially generated test emission pattern on the top. From it I calculated
the chord integrals and used this set of brightness data as input to the inversion. The
corresponding output is shown on the bottom. The presentation of emission profiles
is easier to interpret if it is in the form of a contour plot. To facilitate the contouring
the emission profile is linearly interpolated onto a finer grid before calculating the
contours and plotting. All calculations are, however, still performed on the coarser
pixel grid shown, for example, in Fig. 3-2. A superficial comparison of both images
in Fig. 3-16 already shows that emission profiles of this general shape can be recon-
structed quite faithfully. The location where the discrepancy is most pronounced is
the inner strike point, where the reconstruction underestimates the emission by about
50%. The addition of the A-bottom view in the near future is expected to improve
the faithfulness of the reconstruction in this critical region.
So far the choice of the smoothing weight introduced in Equ. 3.5 has been left
open. We recall that the smoothing constraint has been introduced to convert the
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Figure 3-16: A test emission pattern on the top, to be compared with its reconstruction on
the bottom. The pixel representation of emission as it appears, for example, in Fig. 3-14, has
been linearly interpolated onto a finer grid to facilitate contour plotting of the data.
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under-determined system of linear equations into an over-determined one. Singular
Value Decomposition (SVD) is a tool of linear algebra which provides information
about the condition (i.e. extractable information) of a linear system. Readers unfa-
miliar with SVD will find a very readable discussion in Ref. [43]. In brief, the choice of
a value for a is guided by the information present in the data (i.e. the rank of matrix
A) and the random error in the input data. A consistent weight of the constraint will
result in a fit to the input data which reproduces it within the experimental error.
Less smoothing (i.e. smaller values for a) is an attempt to extract more information
than present in the data. Too much smoothing discards useful information.
The vector of singular values of the geometry matrix A normalized to the largest
element and sorted in descending order is shown in Fig. 3-17. The singular values
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Figure 3-17: The singular values of the geometry matrix A normalized to the largest element.
Note the natural cut-off value of about 5 x 10-4, where the singular values start to drop off
steeply.
exhibit a steep drop when they approach a value of 10-4. The next group of singular
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values is already four orders of magnitude smaller. Choosing a condition number
of 10- fixes the rank of the matrix to be 239. The null space must therefore have
256 - 239 = 17 dimensions, where 256 is the number of independent pieces of input
data (i.e. chord measurements).
To any given solution which lies in the range of matrix A, we can add an arbitrary
vector taken from the null space of A:
b = A-c (3.9)
= A(-4-b+co,
where, since co is taken from the null space of A,
A - EO = 0 . (3.10)
The vector cO can be chosen such that, when added to the solution c, the solution
satisfies additional constraints (e.g. smoothness constraints).
Returning to the original problem of how to determine the weight of the smooth-
ness constraint in a consistent manner, we can use the cut-off criterion on the singular
values of matrix A and raise the singular values belonging to the null space of A by
adding a smoothness constraint. The singular values of the smoothing matrix intro-
duced in Equ. 3.5 are of order unity. Therefore a smoothing parameter of order 10-4
will raise the lowest singular value of the combined system to the cut-off value.
To find a solution to the least-squares problem which is consistent with the un-
certainty inherent in the measurement data, the residual of the fit should be written
in terms of the random measurement error. A reduced X2 is commonly defined as
2 1 N i~ b12
X =b(3.11)
where o-. represents the statistical error in i-th measurement and summation over
double indices is implied. Examination of time traces of brightness data suggests a
constant random error corresponding to 0.5 W m- 2 sr-' in the measurement data,
independent of the signal amplitude. With this value taken for all o-i in Equ. 3.11,
one can calculate the reduced x 2 for different smoothing weights. A value of X2 of
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order unity is an indication that the measurement data have been reproduced to
within the limits set by the statistical measurement error. An attempt to fit the
data too closely by taking each datum at face value and disregarding its associated
measurement uncertainty will result in X2 < 1. Fig. 3-18 is a plot of the reduced
X2 versus the smoothing weight. From the trace corresponding to the non-linear
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Figure 3-18: Reduced x 2 as a function of smoothing weight. Shown are calculations of x 2
for the linear calculation without the non-negativity constraint (open symbols) and the non-
linearly constrained solution (full symbols). An experimental error of 0.5% is consistent with
experimental observations and a smoothing weight smaller than about 10-.
calculation (full symbols) in Fig. 3-18 it can be seen that a X2 ~ 1 is attained for a
smoothing weight of around o- = 10-3. The comparison of x 2 for the linear calculation,
which ignores the non-negativity constraint, to the x2 calculated including the non-
negativity constraint demonstrates that the non-linear constraint indeed reduces the
null space of the problem. This is apparent in the asymptotic value of x2 which is
just above 1 as compared to 0 for the linear calculation.
To test this argument I performed a series of reconstructions of a known emissivity
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profile with varying smoothing weights. A global fit quality parameter q, defined in
Equ. 3.12 permits an overall comparison of the goodness of the fit.
100 Npe
Npix max(Ctest) E e s (3.12)
Npi, is the number of pixels in the inversion, Ctest and Ere denote the test emission
and the reconstructed emission patterns, respectively. The optimum value for the
weight of the smoothing constraint is then the one which minimizes q as defined by
Equ. 3.12. Fig. 3-19 demonstrates that an optimum value of - exists at about
a= 5 x 10-. This agrees well with the earlier mathematical argument.
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Figure 3-19: The quality parameter depends on the weight of the smoothing constraint.
A further problem which needs investigation is the propagation of noise present in
the input data through the inversion algorithm. The linear treatment of this problem
yields estimates of the noise propagation directly as a property of the geometry matrix.
No reference to a particular solution is needed. To make the same estimate in a
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non-linear setting is much more difficult, because now the errors depend also on the
specific solution. A statistical analysis of a sufficiently large number of reconstructions
permits the calculation of error estimates in a Monte-Carlo fashion.
For small changes in the input data the resulting solutions will be sufficiently
close to each other that non-linear effects may be ignored. A linear error estimate
is therefore applicable and has the additional advantage of being independent of the
particular solution. Fig. 3-20 compares the signal-to-noise ratio for a linear and non-
linear calculation. Errors in the pixel emissivities for the non-linearly constrained
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Figure 3-20: A comparison of the signal-to-noise ratio in the emissivities between a linear and
a non-linear calculation. The non-linear error estimate was obtained from a Monte-Carlo type
analysis.
solution were calculated from 100 inversions on the same input data with 0.5% noise
amplitude. Fig. 3-21 shows the distribution of emissivity values of one pixel for the
same 100 inversions. The particular pixel chosen for this plot is located on the inner
divertor target, just below the nose.
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Figure 3-21: Distribution of the emission from one pixel located at the inner divertor target
over 100 runs with 0.5% noise on the chord measurements. Note that the x-axis has been
normalized to the mean value.
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3.4 Summary
This chapter describes the tomographic algorithm used to reconstruct the emissivity
distribution from a set of chordal brightness measurements. A successively more ac-
curate treatment of the viewing geometry revealed that the toroidal extent of array
views needs to be taken into account in order to yield realistic results. Therefore
a fully three-dimensional geometric description has been adopted. The reflecting
first-wall material in the ALcator C-Mod vessel (molybdenum) can lead to reflected
light contributing to the signal in some detectors. This will appear as artifacts in
the comparison of reconstructed to measured brightness profiles, since the geometric
description inherent in the model does not account for reflections. A more refined
calculation of the geometry matrix should take reflections into account by following
individual viewing chords through reflections off the inner wall surfaces. Existing ray
tracing and rendering software is in principle capable of modelling the 3-dimensional
structure of the interior of Alcator's vacuum vessel and could be used in the future
to arrive at a more complete description of the viewing geometry including wall re-
flections.
The algorithm used in the inversion is a least-squares fit which incorporates
smoothing and a non-linear non-negativity constraint. It has been subjected to a
suite of tests in order to gauge its performance and quantify uncertainties in its out-
put. The smoothing weight has been determined by performing a reduced X' analysis.
A non-linear Monte-Carlo type noise analysis has been compared with a linear noise
analysis and good agreement was found. The result indicates that signal-to-noise
ratios of the order of 400 are achievable in the divertor region. Above the divertor
the reconstruction quickly becomes more susceptible to noise, with a typical value of
signal-to-noise of around 10-20.
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Chapter 4
A simple model for Te and ne in
the SOL
Atomic processes which give rise to the observed emission are governed by local plasma
parameters. The calculated local emissivities can be used in conjunction with atomic
data to infer a local ionization rate. This is an important step since local ionization
of hydrogen, for instance, constitutes a source of plasma density. From it the locally
prevailing neutral density can also be inferred. As will be discussed later, knowledge
of the plasma source and neutral density are important to understanding the plasma
behavior in the divertor region.
However, the calculation of local ionization rates or neutral hydrogen densities
from the hydrogen emissivity hinge on the knowledge of n, and T through the atomic
reaction rate coefficients involved. Measurements of these quantities in the plasma
scrape-off layer (SOL) are normally only available at a few discrete locations at the
divertor target and, sometimes, upstream. The continuous profiles of ne and T,
throughout the SOL, which are necessary to calculate ionization rates, have to be
arrived at by interpolation between available measurement data. This is difficult in
the SOL, because of open field lines, strong radiation, plasma/wall interaction, and
complicated geometry. Without resorting to unwieldy numerical codes, there is a
definite need for a simple interpretative algorithm, which uses experimental measure-
ments and provides a reasonable estimate of density and temperature between the
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measurement locations.
In this chapter I will describe a ID model for the temperature and pressure profile
along a field line [23]. Since we want to investigate detached divertor plasmas, the
model has to extend into this regime; otherwise the goal is to keep the description as
simple as possible. Plasma flow will be neglected at first.
One has to keep in mind that a simple 1-dimensional model can never capture
all the physics present in the inherently 2-dimensional (or 3-dimensional) geometry
of a tokamak divertor. Nevertheless, useful conclusions can be drawn even from a
1-dimensional model if its limitations are taken into account.
4.1 The interpolation model neglecting plasma
flow
The inputs to the model are probe measurements of temperature and pressure. As
described in a previous chapter, there are a total of 16 Langmuir probes embedded
in the divertor 'tiles - 6 on the inboard side and 10 on the outboard side (see Figs.
4-1 and 2-5 for their locations). In addition, one fast scanning Langmuir probe
(FSP) routinely takes profiles of ne and T across the SOL upstream of the outer
divertor divertor. Typical profiles measured by the outer divertor probes and the
FSP are shown in Fig. 4-2. For locations between measurement points a spline fit is
used. Density and pressure outside the measurement region are assumed to be equal
to the nearest available data point. We assume that each field line has a symmetry
point half way along its length, where the first derivatives of density and pressure
vanish. As shown in Fig. 4-1, there exists a class of field lines, which links the outer
divertor surface and the FSP, and terminate at either the wall (#1) or the inner
divertor (#2). In both of these cases there are two probe measurements available at
one end of the field line (i.e. from the outer divertor to the symmetry point). The
other end, however, has either no measurements (#1) or only one probe measurement
(#2). Field lines in the private flux zone (#3) generally have a probe measurement
on either end. A field line like #4 in Fig. 4-1 has no direct temperature or pressure
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Figure 4-1: The flux topology for the SOL model. The locations of the 6 inner divertor probes
and the 10 probes in the outer divertor are also shown (full circles). At a major radius of 0.73
m the Fast Scanning Probe (FSP) provides a full scan across the SOL at up to three times per
discharge. The dotted line shows a typical plasma shape.
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Figure 4-2: Typical pressure and temperature profiles as measured by the outer divertor probe
array (filled circles) and the FSP (open circles) during attached plasma operation (950119024,
t=0.6s. The x-coordinate measures the distance outside the separatrix of a point mapped to
the midplane along a field line.
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measurements on its entire length. In this case the FSP data are extrapolated and
constant temperature and pressure is assumed along the field line. This is, however,
only necessary for field lines in the far outboard region, where the H , emission is very
low. One poloidal limiter at 92 cm, the purpose of which it is to protect the two RF
antennas, modifies the SOL profiles beyond 92 cm. In the procedure outlined below,
any effects from the limiter have been ignored, primarily because of two reasons:
firstly, to account for it properly one would have to drop the assumption of toroidal
symmetry since the limiter is only installed at one toroidal location; secondly, its effect
on the SOL plasma is limited to a region where normally very little H emission is
observed. For the same reasons measurement data available from Langmuir probes
embedded in the RF limiter have not been used in the analysis.
Consider the region from the outer divertor to the symmetry point, where temper-
ature and pressure are fixed at two locations by the divertor probe array and the FSP.
The geometry is assumed one dimensional, with s the coordinate along the magnetic
field, as shown in Fig. 4-3. In certain localized regions on a field line, line radiation
radiation
CX heating
0 Se Sr Sh L
TcxTr
Figure 4-3: A sketch of the 1D geometry used in the SOL model. Charge exchange and elastic
neutral-ion scattering is assumed to become dominant at temperatures below T,, radiation is
modelled as being localized at a temperature of T,. In the part of the field line between sh and
L there is constant heating, with L designating the symmetry point.
constitutes an important energy loss mechanism. The radiation is assumed to be
due to carbon, the main intrinsic impurity in the C-Mod plasma. The total power
radiated by carbon is a function of temperature [4] and peaks around T = 10 eV.
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For the sake of simplicity the carbon radiation function is modelled as a 6-function
localized at T, = 10 eV. This is a gross simplification of the involved physics since
radiation really occurs over a wider region in temperature and hence in space. The
simplification leads to a discontinuity in the slope of the temperature, which would
be continuous and distributed over a larger distance in a more realistic model. A
distributed radiation sink would therefore modify the temperature profile between
the plate and the upstream probe measurement. Due to the radiation function of
carbon [4] most of the effects of a distributed source are expected to affect temper-
atures T, > 8 eV. Referring to a later figure, Fig. 5-1, and keeping in mind that
the model will be used in Chapter 5 to calculate neutral hydrogen densities, errors in
the temperature profile above about 10 eV do not severely impact the resulting neu-
tral density. For this reason and simplicity of calculation the assumption of strongly
localized radiation has been made.
Energy is deposited on a particular field line by cross field transport from the main
plasma. In keeping with the simplicity of the model, the heating is assumed to be
constant over a region extending from Sh up to the symmetry point. The position sh
is assumed to be the X-point, so that only the part of the field line extending above
the X-point location receives heat from the core plasma. Clearly, more sophisticated
and realistic assumptions are possible, but to capture the essential physical content
this simple model has proven sufficient.
It is difficult to account for charge exchange (CX) processes in a single fluid
description, because CX affects the ions directly (through ion-neutral collisions) and
only through ion-electron collisions is its effect communicated to the electrons. If the
characteristic time for CX, r, is large compared to the ion-electron equilibration
time, 7,q, then the single fluid description is justified. The energy equilibration time
is given by Equ. 4.1
3.1 x 101 m I
ze Te3/2(41
ne ln(A) mH
Typical conditions in the divertor near the target result in req ~ 10-6 s (n, = 2.5 x
1020 m-3, T = 5 eV, ln(A) = 15). With 7. given by Equ. 4.2
7 = nn(o-), (4.2)
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and noting that (ov), ~ 2 x 10-'4 m 3/ s [21] for hydrogen over the range of conditions
of interest, the requirement that req be much larger than 7, can be written as a
condition on n,:
nn < 2.5 x 1019 m3. (4.3)
This value for the divertor neutral density, although within operational reach, is rarely
exceeded in the private flux zone, as indicated by measurements from the neutral
pressure gauge.
The cooling of plasma ions by CX has been ignored. The justification is that
the CX cross-section starts to dominate only at temperatures below approximately
6 eV. Most of the heat has already been removed by radiation and CX can only cool
the plasma down from about 6 eV to the mean temperature of the neutrals. Due to
Franck-Condon dissociation and reflection/neutralization of particles from the walls,
the temperature of the neutral is not expected to be much below 6 eV.
It has been proposed [48] that below a critical temperature of T, = 6 eV elastic
ion-neutral collisions and CX events become the dominant atomic interactions re-
sponsible for momentum transfer from the plasma to the neutrals. As discussed in
Chapter 5.1 this is an important prerequisite for plasma detachment. CX momentum
loss has therefore been incorporated into the model: at temperatures below T" the
plasma pressure is allowed to drop from its upstream value to the value measured at
the target.
The following set of equations describe the temperature and pressure profile along
a field line in the SOL:
d dTd(r, = Prad(T) - H(s) (4.4)
ds dpdp- manaF(-v (4.5)
ds
ds ne n( V)i (4.6)
Equ. 4.4 is the heat conduction equation, Equ. 4.5 describes the parallel pressure
balance, and Equ. 4.6 is the continuity equation. The variable K represents the
thermal conductivity, Pad the radiated power, and H the heat source on the field
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line. The neutral density is denoted by nn, and I is the parallel particle flux. It
should be noted that the pressure variable p in Equ. 4.5 neglects any contribution
from plasma flow, which will be considered later, and is defined by:
p = 2nT. (4.7)
Notice that the energy equation only contains a heat conduction term, with convection
being ignored. Neglecting plasma flow, this assumption is justified.
Considering the geometry shown in Fig. 4-3, one can make the simplifying as-
sumptions mentioned earlier: Pad(S) = Ro6(s - s,), with s, determined so that
T(s,) = T, = 10 eV, H = HoO(s - sh). In addition, the usual Braginskij form of the
parallel heat conductivity is assumed, K = noT5 /2 , with no = 2800 W m'( eV) 7 /2
With these modifications, the energy equation can be written as
d 51 dTd (noT s/2d) = Ro -(s - ) Hoe(s - sh) . (4.8)
e is the Heavyside step function, ensuring that heating only occurs upstream of Sh.
One may simplify Equ. 4.5 by assuming that below a threshold temperature T"
charge exchange dominates and ionizing collisions can be ignored, which effectively
decouples the momentum equation from the continuity equation. As proposed ear-
lier [48, 26], for temperatures below T,, i.e. in the region between the target and
where T = T4, neutral-ion collisions account for the momentum loss of the streaming
plasma. In this region the neutral density n, is assumed constant.
The energy equation 4.4 can be solved in three regions. In the first region,
0 < s < s,, one solves
ds (roT5/2d 
- 0 (4.9)
subject to the boundary conditions T(0) = To and (KoT 5/2 dT)o = q,, where q, is the
heat flux across the sheath,
qs = ^se3/2noT /2(2/m;)1/2. (4.10)
To is the temperature at the wall as measured by Langmuir probes. The solution to
Equ. 4.9 is linear in T 1/2:
T7/2 = T7r/2  + -qs for 0 s < s,. (4.11)
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The adjacent region, s, < s < Sh is also described by Equ. 4.9, subject to a different
set of boundary conditions:
(KoT /2 1 )s'+ = (KoT / 2 dT ). + Ro (4.12)
T(s,-) = T(s,+). (4.13)
Similarly, in this region the solution is linear in T/ 2 with a discontinuity in the slope
at s = s, as a result of the localized radiation there:
T/2 _ 7/2+ 7(q,+ Ro)(s - s,) for s, s < Sh (4.14)
For the third region, sh s < L, the heating term has to be accounted for together
with a smooth and continuous solution across s = Sh:
7/2 = 7/2 - 7HO(S - Sh)2 + 7(q,+Ro)(s-sr) for s - sh L . (4.15)
One now has a solution for T extending from the target to the symmetry point at
s = L which still contains two unknowns, Ho and Ro. These can be determined by
imposing two additional constraints on the solution. It is required that there be no
heat source or sink at the symmetry point, i.e. (dT/ds)L = 0. Furthermore, the FSP
provides an additional temperature measurement upstream. Explicitly, T(sp) = T,
where sp is the location of the FSP and T, is the temperature at that location, is
enforced. The expressions for Ho and &t found in this way are:
_o2n (s - L - ) (T /2 - T 7/2 i r < S 5 S
H = sp-s,)(L-Sh) P T i (4.16)
.7[(S-Sh)2 2(8p-r)(Lsh)] (T/ 2 - T/ 2 ) if Sh sp < L
Ro = Ho(L- sh)- q. (4.17)
If the FSP measurement happens to be in the radiating zone, i.e. 0 < s, 5 sr,
then nothing can be inferred about Ho and Ro, since the temperature in this region
depends on neither.
The divertor probes and the FSP provide a value for the pressure at two locations
on each flux tube. In keeping with our previous assumptions, charge exchange is
confined to a region near the target where the temperature is less than T(sx) =
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T,, = 6 eV. Equ. 4.5 gives a constant pressure upstream of this location. In the
charge exchange region we assume a constant neutral density, n,, and a constant
charge exchange rate coefficient. Together, these assumptions give rise to a constant
pressure drop connecting the upstream pressure measurement obtained from the FSP
(p1) to the measurement of the embedded probes (po):
po + (p1 - po) ' for 0 < s < s,
P= (4.18)
p1 fors>s,
The model described above can be applied to field lines on the outboard side
of the plasma up to the symmetry point, where the FSP provides the upstream
measurements (see #1 and #2 in Fig. 4-1). For field lines which continue from
the symmetry point to the inner wall, there exist no probe measurements at their
termination. From video pictures as well as tomographic reconstructions we know
that there is little radiation coming from the inner wall. Also, the plasma is normally
attached there on account of the lower neutral density as indicated by data from a
neutral pressure gauge installed at the midplane. This provides some justification for
the assumption of constant pressure along the field line. We can therefore use the
pressure and temperature at the symmetry point, pL and TL respectively, together
with the zero-slope condition to integrate Equ. 4.4 from the symmetry point to the
wall. The solution for the temperature on the inboard side is then given by
T71 2 = T 2 - Ho(s2 - L2) for L < s <2L - (4.19)
Some field lines connect from the outboard divertor surfaces around the top of the
plasma to the inner divertor target (see #2 in Fig. 4-1), where probe measurements
are available. Data from the inner divertor probes in conjunction with the known
temperature at the symmetry point provide the information necessary to calculate
RO and HO self consistently. The corresponding expressions in this case are
HO L 2+L (TL/2 - T1/2) (4.20)
L 2/2-_s2/2 + Shs, -Ls, T
Ro = 2no(L - Sh) 7/2 - T7/2) - q.. (4.21)
L 2 /2 - sh/2 + ShS, - Ls,
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For field lines in the private flux region (see #3 in Fig. 4-1) we find temperature
and pressure by linear interpolation between the probe measurements at each end of
the field line.
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Figure 4-4: The temperature, density, and pressure profiles for the field line #2 from Fig.
4-1 for a detached divertor discharge (shot 950202007, 0.683). The horizontal axis measures
distance along the field line starting at the outboard end.
The profiles shapes which the model typically yields are shown in Fig. 4-4 between
the outer divertor and the stagnation point (s = 20 m). The next figure, Fig. 4-5, is
a closeup of the region near the plate from Fig. 4-4. It shows the drop in pressure
close to the target, where T is below 6 eV. The discontinuity in the slope of the
temperature at about s = 0.055 m comes from the localized radiation at this point,
since T = 10 eV there. As pointed out before, the heat source on the flux tube as
well as the radiated power there is calculated self consistently. The left plot in Fig.
4-6 depicts a typical heat source profile across the separatrix. As indicated by the
curve on the right hand side, for points close to the separatrix almost all the power is
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Figure 4-5: A closeup of the previous figure showing the region near the outer divertor target
plate. The drop in pressure where T = 6 eV and the kink in the temperature at T = 10 eV
mark the beginning of the CX region and the localized radiation region, respectively.
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Figure 4-6: Shown on the left is a heat source profile for detached plasma conditions (shot
950202013, 0.7s). The coordinate p measures the distance outside the separatrix at the mid-
plane. The fraction of the input power which is radiated is shown on the right.
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dissipated by radiation before the plasma contacts the divertor plate. Further out in
the SOL, beyond about 1.5 cm, the fractional power radiated diminishes to less than
20%.
4.2 Plasma flow in the SOL
One principal motivation for favoring a divertor geometry over a limiter geometry is
the improved impurity shielding of the main plasma from impurity ions generated
near the target. It seems plausible that if the region of the most intimate plasma-wall
contact is removed from the immediate vicinity of the main plasma chamber, impurity
transport from their source into the core should be suppressed. This is certainly true
if impurities were only transported as neutrals. What, however, happens to the
impurity neutral once it becomes ionized? Impurity flow in the tokamak scrape-off
layer (SOL) has been investigated theoretically [36] and modelled by computer codes
like DIVIMP or UEDGE [49, 45].
In a 1-dimensional model (s measures the distance along the magnetic field) the
force on a impurity ion is given by Equ. 4.22
F,= Fp+Ff+FE+FT,+FT,
- idp, mz(vi -v)ZE dTe dTi
=- 1 p + M,(i-V)+ ZeE + a, -- + Pi .~ (4.22)
n ds 7Z ds ds
To clarify the symbols used (subscript "z" refers to impurities): v; is the plasma ion
flow velocity, r, is the Spitzer stopping time [46], E is the ambipolar electric field, a,
and Oi are the coefficients for the electron- and ion temperature gradient forces [3, 5].
The terms on the right hand are the pressure gradient force, the impurity friction
force on the background plasma ions, the electric force, the electron temperature
gradient force, and the ion temperature gradient force. For reference, given below are
the functional dependences of a,, f3 , and r.
3(kT;) 3/2 m2
4v/27rm e4 Z2 n; logA(m + mz)
a = 0.71 Z 2 (4.23)
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-31 y - 5v/2 Z 2 (.1g5/2 --. 35p3/2)
2.6 -- 2p +5.4p2
In the above equations m is the hydrogen mass, y = m2/(m2 + m).
Generally Fp, F, and FE are directed towards the target and the temperature
gradient forces FT, and FT, drive impurities away from the target. The simplest
possible case for good impurity retention can be made by requiring that the frictional
force be balanced by the ion-temperature gradient force [36, 25]. A scaling law can
be derived from this requirement using the following approximations:
F1  mncsM (4.24)
F 0,T Z2TFT ~ ~ 2T (4.25)AT AT
Here we introduced the temperature scale length AT, the ion sound speed c,, and the
ion Mach number M. We require that FT, /Ff < 1 to keep the impurity ions from
flowing upstream towards the main plasma. This can be written as a condition on
M:
Z2Tr
M > T (4.26)ATmzcS
Note that the ion-ion collision mean free path is approximately equal to
A, - c.r 2 , (4.27)
with ri the ion-ion collision time. Since rii/r, = mZ 2/m, we can write the condition
for M in a more illuminating way:
M > A (4.28)
AT
If the above inequality is met, the frictional drag of the background plasma overcomes
the temperature gradient force and impurities are swept back to the divertor plate.
To apply this criterion one has to know the ion flow velocity. This quantity can in
principle be derived from spectroscopic Doppler shift measurements of known emission
lines. In the context of this work, however, I would like to show how H. emissivity
measurements can be used to infer M.
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As described earlier in this chapter, electron temperature and density can be
derived from probe measurements throughout the SOL. As will be described in more
detail later in Chapter 5.3, atomic data for the number of ionizations occurring per
H. -photon can be used to arrive at a local ionization rate, Si. We assume that
particle balance on a field line is governed by Equ. 4.29
ds 1 S (s). (4.29)
In Equ. 4.29 we neglected cross field transport, a fact about which more will be said
later. Integrating Equ. 4.29 from the target upstream to position s, we find:
F c(s)= n(s)M(s) = Fjj(0) S(s') ds'. (4.30)
F11 (0) is the particle flux measured by the probes at the divertor. Assuming constant
pressure along a field line with the pressure p given by
p = 2nT(1 + M 2 ), (4.31)
we can eliminate n(s) from Equs. 4.29 and 4.31, and solve for M:
M 2  2IPM + 1 = 0, (4.32)
with the roots
M = cP 2P2 1 . (4.33)
41711 T \1611 T 2
M+ is the solution describing supersonic flow. Although Mach numbers greater than
1 have been predicted and observed [47], we will restrict further discussions to the
sub-sonic flow regime and call M = M_. According to Equ. 4.30, F11 is known along
the field line. The ion flow Mach number M can therefore be calculated on the basis
of H , emissivity measurements.
The effect of plasma flow on the density profile comes in through the assumption
of constant pressure (which is defined including the flow velocity) and knowledge of
the temperature profile. It has to be noted that the effect of plasma flow on the
temperature profile itself has been neglected. When heat convection is excluded and
only conduction is retained then the temperature equation can be solved analytically
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since it decouples from the continuity equation. Including a convective term in Equ.
4.4 makes the problem more difficult to solve and is left to future work in this area.
Values for density and temperature on positions along a field line are calculated
using the 1-dimensional model introduced in the previous section. According to Equ.
4.31 the local plasma flow velocity has to be known in addition to the temperature to
calculate the density. The flow, in turn, is derived from experimental measurements
which rely on the density and temperature profile. This circle of interdependency
can be overcome by iteration. Fig. 4-7 depicts the individual steps of the iteration
cycle. We postulate a constant particle source in the region between the X-point
Start with
S11 =0
calculate Ha emissivity
nand /
Use n, T, Ha to
calculate the
ionization source:
S11
Calculate the flow
velocity based on
pressure balance
Stop when
converged
Figure 4-7: A graphic representation of the steps in the iteration to find a self consistent flow
velocity, n,, and Te in the SOL.
and the CX region. The source is chosen so that the resulting particle flux matches
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the experimentally measured flux at the divertor target plate. From this, density and
temperature profiles can be calculated as described previously. The values obtained
for ne and T then serve to convert the measured H. emissivity to a local ionization
rate, which can be integrated along the field line to yield the parallel particle flux (c.f.
Equ. 4.30). A second SOL model calculation is then performed using the obtained
particle flux, yielding improved values for n, and Te. If necessary, the process can
be repeated once more to obtain satisfactory agreement. In this way we have found
a self-consistent solution which includes measurements from the divertor Langmuir
probes, the upstream Fast Scanning Probe, and the H. Reticon arrays.
Equ. 4.29 can be extended to account for cross-field diffusion by including an
additional source term, Sj:
s = si(,S) +S. (4.34)
Si is determined by the particle flux across the separatrix from the main plasma in
conjunction with the local curvature of the SOL density profile:
S =dF 1L
dr
d2n
= D- d2. (4.35)dr2
The value for D 1 can be derived from the number of ionizations inside the last closed
flux surface and the density gradient there:
S-
Di- = S .(4.36)
The assumption of constant D 1 has to be made throughout the SOL. However, several
complications arise in the practical evaluation of this source. The spatial derivative
of the density is not constant along a flux line but varies with the flux compression
ratio, which is highest near the midplane and decreases towards the divertor. The
second derivative required in Equ. 4.35 depends even more sensitively on variations
in the flux compression ratio. Numerical calculation of the second derivative are very
sensitive to any noise present in the data resulting in large uncertainties. Poloidal
variations in the cross-field transport can alter the SOL density profile upon which
the calculation of Sj depends. During high recycling divertor operation the bulk of
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the observed ionization events are in the divertor, close to the target plates. In this
operational regime cross-field particle diffusion is expected to contribute only a small
amount to the measured particle flux at the plate, with the largest part being due
to particle recycling from the target. If we restrict our analysis to a spatial region
sufficiently close to the recycling region, effects of S± can be neglected.
The particle flux calculated according to Equ. 4.34 and neglecting S1 is shown in
Fig. 4-8. The parallel flow Mach number and the particle flux have been calculated
0.6 4.
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Figure 4-8: The parallel flow Mach number and the particle flux calculated from the ionization
source and neglecting cross field transport. Both quantities are plotted for one discharge (shot
950111022, t = 0.604 s) along two field lines at a distances of 2 mm and 4 mm from the
separatrix at the midplane. Note that the flux becomes negative for the case p = 2 mm.
along 2 field lines, passing the midplane at 2 and 4 mm outside of the separatrix. The
flow at s = 0 satisfies the Bohm sheath criterion, i.e. M(s = 0) = 1. This is a result
of Equ. 4.30, where the flux is calculated starting the integration at the target with
the particle flux measured by Langmuir probes. Notice that in the case of p = 2 mm
1ll becomes negative at about s = 5 m. The trace for the Mach number in the case
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of p = 4 mm exhibits a rise in Mach number close to the target. For a close-up of the
section near to the target, see Fig. 4-9. This close-up shows clearly that the flow
1.0-
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0.6-
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S0.4-
0.2-
0.0 . , .
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
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Figure 4-9: A close-up of the region near to the target plate of the field line passing through
p = 4 mm (see also Fig. 4-8, left panel).
becomes sonic within 5 cm of the target. The drop in Mach number in the direction
of the target is due to the sharp increase in density. To see this, examine Equ. 4.33,
defining f = cp/4FT (keeping only the sub-sonic branch):
M=f- Vf 2 -1. (4.37)
M is a monotonically decreasing function of f. Examining the definition of f, one
can write
conT 31 2f = Oc nT1/2, (4.38)
where the sound speed c, = cOT1/ 2 and co is constant. A region where the pressure
drops more slowly than T1/ 2 (assuming a constant parallel particle flux) will result in
a drop in parallel flow Mach number.
From a symmetry argument we deduce that the particle flux at the symmetry
point has to equal zero. The free parameter in the model available to meet this
condition is the cross-field particle source on the field line. The addition of a particle
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sink on the field line can prevent the parallel particle flux from becoming negative
(c.f. p = 2 mm in Fig. 4-8). Similarly, an additional particle source will ensure
that 1li reaches zero at the stagnation point in the case of p = 4 mm in Fig. 4-8.
To put an order of magnitude to the required strength of S±, we can assume that
the cross-field source will be constant along the length of the field line from the X-
point up to the stagnation point, a distance of about 15 m. In the case depicted
in Fig. 4-8 a flux of F1l = 1.5 x 1024 m- 2 s-1 (together with a cross-field source of
S± = 1.5 x 1024/15 = 1023 m 3 s-' will make F;; go to zero at the symmetry point.
Is this particle source consistent with other measurements? The total number of
ionizations inside the last closed flux surface was measured by H. tomography to be
4.8 x 1023 s-1 for the particular case referenced in Fig. 4-8. Dividing this number by
the volume of the SOL will provide an estimate of the total available particle source.
For a plasma area of 8 m2 and a SOL thickness of 2 cm this gives a particle source
of 3 x 1023 m-3 s--. This value compares well with the required cross-field source
calculated earlier.
The fact that the cross-field source appears to change sign between different radial
regions in the SOL may be an indication that the one-dimensional treatment breaks
down and two-dimensional effects dominate the SOL behavior. The formation of
convective cells and flow reversal are in the realm of a more thorough two-dimensional
calculation.
In Equ. 4.28, repeated again below,
M > M, = -" (4.39)
AT
we established a limit for good impurity retention by balancing the frictional force
on the impurity ion with the ion temperature gradient force. If M > M, then the
frictional force prevails and will prevent impurities from flowing upstream. It is
instructive to delineate the regime of favorable impurity retention in terms of Equ.
4.39.
The conditions most commonly found close to the divertor plate are n = 2 - 4 x
1020 m- 3 and T = 10 eV. The ion-ion collision-mean-free-path is then approximately
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A ;z ~1 - 2 cm. Observed Mach numbers are generally around 0.3 over most parts of
the SOL (c.f. Fig. 4-8). Equ. 4.39 can be inverted to yield a minimum temperature
gradient scale length, AT, for which the temperature gradient force is balanced by the
frictional force:
M
AT > -~ 3 - 6 cm. (4.40)
If therefore the temperature scale length near the target gets shorter than 3 - -6 cm,
impurities will experience a net force propelling them upstream. The sheath heat flux
limit sets the temperature gradient at the divertor plate. It is given by:
q = nVT
= KoT 5/2VT
= noT 7/2AT'. (4.41)
Using the value for AT from Equ. 4.40 in Equ, 4.41. gives a maximum parallel heat
flux to the divertor plate of about 150 - 300 MW m-2 . Above this value the temper-
ature gradient will be large enough to permit impurities to escape upstream into the
main plasma. Peak heat fluxes on Alcator are usually well below this limit around
100 MW m-2 .
The question arises as to how detached plasmas affect divertor impurity retention.
Impurity injection experiments indicate enhanced penetration of impurities into the
plasma during detachment [12, 34]. This may be due to edge plasma conditions
allowing ionization to occur closer to the separatrix and thereby permitting a larger
fraction of impurities to penetrate into the main plasma. Detachment also goes hand
in hand with large temperature gradients along the field. Locally, therefore, the
plasma flow pattern could change so that the impurity force balance reverses and
allows impurity ions to escape upstream. Carbon impurity source strengths have
been measured in the divertor and the inner wall during attached as well as detached
conditions (c.f. appendix and [27]). These measurements indicate that the scaling of
the carbon source with plasma density is unaffected by detachment.
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4.3 Summary
A one-dimensional plasma model which treats radiation and heating in an extremely
simplified way is used to interpolate between Langmuir probe measurements at the
divertor surfaces and upstream in the SOL. Output from this model is used in con-
junction with H. measurements to calculate the ionization source in the SOL and
deduce a parallel plasma flow velocity from it. Results from this calculation, which
neglects cross-field transport, are valid only in a region close to the target plate,
where the plasma flow is dominated by parallel recycling flux. Bulk plasma flow
and temperature gradient determine the main forces acting on an impurity ion and
hence influence the impurity containment properties of a divertor. From the results
of the flow measurements of a typical Alcator C-Mod discharge one can conclude
that only at heat fluxes exceeding the normal operating range (> 150 MW m-2 ) the
temperature gradient force prevails over the frictional force.
The limitations of a simple one-dimensional model become apparent in that it only
permits the treatment of cross-field transport as sources and sinks on the field line
under consideration. Also, the grossly simplified treatment of radiation and heating
presented here should, in future work, be expanded to allow for distributed radiation
with a realistic radiation function.
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Chapter 5
Plasma Detachment and
Ionization Source Measurements
The H a emission depends both on the neutral hydrogen density and the local plasma
parameters ne and Te. With the procedure described in Chapter 4 we can make
reasonable estimates of the electron density and temperature between local measure-
ments. By combining tomographically obtained H, emissivities, ne, Te, and atomic
data, one can infer the neutral hydrogen density and, from the magnitude of the
ionization source inside the separatrix, the particle confinement time.
It is the subject of this chapter to illustrate the techniques, and present results
from these calculations.
5.1 Neutral density profile measurements
Equ. 5.1 provides a means of calculating the neutral density n, from the measured
H. emissivity Sa, measured in H. potons emitted per second per unit volume.
n = - (5.1)
ne (Ov) e
For this, the local electron density and temperature have to be known, since the
H. excitation rate coefficient, (ov),a, depends on T, as well as n,. Numerical values
for (-v)ax were calculated using the theoretical formalism described by Johnson and
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Hinnov [22]. The H . emission scales linearly with the neutral density. Fig 5-1 shows
how the calculated neutral density depends on T and ne. It is now a straight
1017
n,=1019 M-3
-n,= 1o20 m-3:
n1=10l m-3
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Figure 5-1: The neutral density nn per W H . power, Pa, is a strong function of temperature
below 10 eV and is inversely proportional to ne. Peak divertor H , emissivities of 100 kW/ m3
at densities of n, = 1020 m- 3 and Te = 5 eV give neutral densities of about 5 x 10" m- 3.
forward matter to calculate 2-dimensional neutral density profiles on the basis of
the tomographically inverted H, measurements using the atomic data presented in
Fig. 5-1. The electron density and temperature are calculated at the centers of
the pixels used in the tomographic inversion using the model outlined in Chapter
4. In the common flux zone this model yields relatively reliable temperature and
density estimates. This is mainly because the Fast Scanning Probe (FSP) provides
an independent measure of the upstream plasma conditions. The private flux zone is
where the model output is subject to the largest errors. Measurement data are only
available at the endpoints of a field line with no measurements upstream of either
target plate. High neutral densities and low temperatures make ion-neutral collisions
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a dominant player in modelling the plasma conditions in this region and lead to much
uncertainty in the result. At the low temperature there, which is measured to be
between 2 and 5 eV most of the time, an error of ±1 eV results in an uncertainty of
more than one order of magnitude in the resulting neutral density (c.f. Fig. 5-1).
Despite these limitations, I cannot resist showing, as an example, the results of
a full reconstruction: Fig. 5-2 shows on the bottom the neutral density calculated
from the H, emission pattern on the top. The plasma temperature in the private
flux region is between 2 and 3 eV. The plasma density in the same region is around
7 x 1018 m- 3 . The neutral pressure measured by a gauge located behind the
outer divertor target is 3 mTorr (1 mTorr of D 2 at room temperature, i.e. 0.03 eV,
corresponds to a deuterium atom density of 7 x 1019 m-3 ). The average energy of the
deuterium atoms in the plasma will be close to 3 eV, the Franck-Condon dissociation
energy. To compare this value with the atomic neutral 'density in the plasma region,
n,, we assume steady state and invoke particle flux conservation:
nn = 7 x 1019 ( 2)1/2 (PD2 ! mTorr)2TD/
= 5 x 101' (PD2/ mTorr). (5.2)
Based on the pressure of 3 mTorr measured by the gauge, the neutral deuterium
density near the bottom of the divertor should be roughly 1.5 x 1019 m-3. The
average value of the neutral density in the divertor slot calculated over the 6 pixels
spanning this area (see Fig. 5-2) is 7 x 1019 m-'. The results are therefore consistent
within experimental error.
For pixels inside the last closed flux surface the density and temperature data are
supplied by Two Color Interferometry (TCI) and Electron Cyclotron Emission Spec-
troscopy (ECE). These diagnostics provide routine measurements of electron density
and temperature on Alcator C-Mod. The accuracy of both diagnostics decreases to-
wards the plasma edge. Fortunately the Fast Scanning Probe (FSP) yields electron
temperature and density data at discrete times at the separatrix. In conjunction
with the FSP measurement, the error in ne and T is typically within a factor of 2
over the several centimeter wide region inside the separatrix for which H. emissivity
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Figure 5-2: The neutral density in the lower parts of the plasma (bottom panel), calculated
from the H . emissivity of shot 950202006 at 0.683 seconds, fc = 1.220 m- 3 (shown in the
top panel). Profiles for electron density and temperature are from the one-dimensional model
described earlier. Note that due to the low temperatures found in the private flux region and
lacking measurement data in between the target plates, values for the neutral density are only
accurate to within one order of magnitude.
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measurements exist.
The more accurate measurements of ne and T inside the last closed flux surface
permit the calculation of a neutral hydrogen density there. In addition, high resolu-
tion X-ray measurements (HIREX) during argon impurity puffs can provide values
of the neutral density along the line-of-sight of the X-ray spectrometer chord. The
X-ray measurement is based on the enhanced emission from helium-like argon lines
which are predominantly populated by charge exchange from atomic hydrogen [12].
Shot 950307036 is one out of a series of shots during which the HIREX spectrom-
eter was looking towards the X-point region during an argon gas puff. This shot
was an ohmically heated discharge at a toroidal field of 5.3 T, with I, = 817 kA,
ne = 6.7 x 1019 m-3, and a central electron temperature of T = 2.6 keV. Fig. 5-3
shows a reconstruction of the neutral density for pixels on or inside the last closed
flux. The cluster of high neutral density (nn ~ 6 x 1016 m-3 ) near the bottom
inboard side of the plasma coincides with the location of a bright region observed
in Ha light which is commonly present during attached plasma conditions. Fig. 5-
9 on page 105 shows an H . emission pattern which clearly exhibits this localized
structure. HIREX measurements of the neutral density based on the line-of-sight
integrated brightness of a Ar 2+ emission line along the chord shown in Fig. 5-3 give
slightly lower densities of about 1 x 1016 m-3 . In comparing the two results, one has to
take into account that the line brightnesses on which the HIREX calculation is based
are integrated along the line-of-sight of the spectrometer, yielding a lower estimate of
the neutral density than the spatially resolved analysis available by H. tomography.
The apparent up/down asymmetry of the neutral density shown in Fig. 5-3 is also
observed in HIREX measurements.
5.2 Plasma detachment in the divertor region
Many schemes have been proposed to alleviate the problem of dissipating the high
local heat loads impinging on the divertor target plate during diverted plasma oper-
ation. Standard divertor operation on Alcator C-Mod results in a highly radiative
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Figure 5-3: The neutral density calculated on the basis of the H. emission in pixels on or
inside the last closed flux surface. For this shot (950307036, t = 0.7 s the HIREX spectrometer
was viewing along the line shown.
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divertor plasma: a large fraction of the power flowing into the SOL (~ 80%) is re-
moved from the plasma by radiation before it contacts the target plates.
When the plasma density is above a critical value, the flow of charged particles
to the divertor target drops dramatically over some region. When this transition
happens, the density and temperature of the plasma in immediate contact with the
wall also drop and pressure is no longer constant along field lines in the detached
plasma region. This new 'detached divertor plasma' regime has been observed at a
number of machines [20, 40]. It is the topic of ongoing research to characterize the
conditions under which plasma detachment occurs, how it affects divertor conditions,
and what influence it has on the plasma in the main chamber [24, 15].
Operationally, plasma detachment occurs on Alcator C-Mod when h, the line
averaged electron density, is raised beyond a certain threshold. Fig. 5-4 depicts
the effect of plasma detachment on the ion saturation current (It) measured by
the outer divertor probe array. The points of intersection of the separatrix with the
inner and outer divertor target plates, the 'strike points', are where the most intimate
plasma/wall interactions occur. For the plasma shown in Fig. 5-4 the outer strike
point is located between probes 5 and 6 at the time of detachment. At probes 1
through 7, located below the 'nose' of the outer divertor, the ion saturation current
drops, whereas the opposite is true for probes 8 - 10 which are above the divertor
nose. A number of other plasma parameters, in the edge as well as in the main
plasma, are affected by this transition. Fig. 5-5 shows a time trace of several plasma
parameters throughout a shot which detached at t = 0.723 s.
As shown by the bottom two traces in Fig. 5-5, electron density and temperature
at probe 7 on the outer divertor, the plasma pressure drops during detachment. This
effect is local to the divertor region and does not communicate itself to locations
upstream on the same field line. The plasma pressure is therefore no longer constant
along the field line. This point is demonstrated by comparing the pressure measure-
ment at the divertor to the ones made at the location of the FSP (see Fig. 5-6). To
compare the measurements, all locations have been mapped back along a field line to
the midplane. The coordinate p measures the distance outside the separatrix at the
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Figure 5-4: The figure shows a close-up of the divertor with the location of the 10 embedded
Langmuir probes in the outer target plate. Associated with each probe is a trace of the ion
saturation current (I,(t) versus time for a typical shot which exhibits detachment at t = 0.810 s.
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midplane elevation. The three graphs in Fig. 5-6 show pressure profiles across the
SOL from about 1 mm inside the separatrix out to 17 mm outside. The current un-
derstanding of detachment supports the view that the transition to the detached state
occurs first at locations close to the separatrix and continues progressively outwards
in radius. At any given time a part of the SOL is usually detached whereas further
out the plasma is still attached. Since plasma pressure is conserved along field lines
which are part of the attached region, a comparison of the upstream and downstream
pressure profiles serves as a good indicator of how far into the SOL detachment has
progressed.
Ref. [48] and references contained therein provide a good overview of the cur-
rent experimental and theoretical understanding of divertor detachment. Still, I will
attempt to outline the main issues that arise during detached divertor operation.
As already mentioned, the primary indication of divertor detachment is a pre-
cipitous drop of the ion saturation current (by about a factor of 10) to the probes
embedded in the divertor tiles. In conjunction with this, the downstream pressure is
significantly lower than the pressure further upstream measured on the same field line.
Plasma detachment occurs at target temperatures below ~ 4 eV. The transition to
the detached state is a local phenomenon which does not usually influence plasma con-
ditions far from the target. The mechanism which must be included in the momentum
balance equation to take up the lost plasma momentum is ion-neutral interactions.
At temperatures low enough for plasma detachment (~ 4'uniteV) charge exchange
dominates ion-neutral collisions, with the charge exchange cross-section being about
5 x 10--9 m 2 [21].
To remove plasma momentum a neutral has to experience a CX collision with a
plasma ion. Any subsequent collisions are not effective in removing more momentum,
since after the first event the neutral assumes in effect the same flow velocity and
temperature as the ion fluid. To be effective in removing more momentum the neutral
should have alternate CX collisions and collisions with the wall to deposit its energy
and momentum there. Thus an important parameter to consider is the ratio )y-/Ld,
the CX mean-free-path divided by the divertor dimension. If this ratio is of order unity
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Figure 5-6: Comparison of three instances during plasma discharges exhibiting different
degrees of detachment (shots c:950202006, b:950202010, and a:950202011, all at t = 0.68 s).
In each case the outer divertor pressure profile (open symbols) is compared with the pressure
profile obtained from a FSP scan (full symbols) across the SOL upstream of the divertor. The
plasma pressure is calculated assuming sonic flow at the target and no flow at the upstream
position.
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the neutral atoms are most effective in supporting the plasma pressure to the wall.
Besides the neutral pressure in the divertor and local plasma temperatures, divertor
geometry is therefore a factor influencing and modifying the onset of detachment.
Operationally, on Alcator the plasma density is raised by aggressive gas puffing.
As the density rises, the downstream temperature drops while the total input power
is kept roughly constant. More efficient radiative energy loss at lower temperatures
contributes to lowering the temperature even further. Localized detachment is ob-
served to occur first in the private flux zone and progresses toward the strike points.
Normally the probe measurements on the inner divertor suggest that the region below
the inner 'nose' is always detached. This observation is consistent with the generally
assumed lower power fluxes across the inboard side of the last closed flux surface.
The loss of pressure balance along a field line often progresses past the separatrix, up
to the 'nose' of the outer divertor.
The sequence of three plots shown in Fig. 5-6 are an example of progressively
greater detachment. The top graph 5-6a can be considered almost completely at-
tached with significant deviation of the downstream pressure occurring only within
2 mm of the separatrix. Outside that location pressure maps well. Graph 5-6b ex-
hibits a further 'unzipping' of the pressure, now reaching out to about 5 mm. This
trend is carried on in graph 5-6c, where the SOL is detached out to 7 mm.
In the following analysis I will use particular times from a set of discharges which
share a number of desirable characteristics. They are ohmically heated shots with a
long flat-top period during which good steady state conditions were attained. Table
5.1 summarizes the most important global characteristics. The toroidal field was
Shot [ Time (s) Jj I, (kA) [ ie(102 0 m- 3) [ PoH (kW) [ PsOL (kW)
950202006 0.683 822 1.2 949 607
950202007 0.683 816 1.5 938 633
950202010 0.684 810 1.9 1205 638
950202011 0.684 806 2.2 1230 567
950202013 0.685 806 2.5 1287 536
Table 5.1: Global parameters for the sequence of shots used in the neutral density calculation.
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5.3 T with Zeff <; 1.3. A complete set of diagnostic measurements is available for all
shots.
The following sequence of figures (Figs. 5-7 - 5-10) establishes the input to the
neutral density calculation and serves to characterize the selected discharges. The
density and temperature profiles at the divertor plate for the same cases as in Fig.
5-6 are shown in Fig. 5-7. The pixels and their position relative to the divertor probe
locations are shown in Fig. 5-8. As discussed on page 47 in Chapter 3, there is
some uncertainty involved in assessing the contribution from pixels close to the outer
divertor plate to the brightness in the K-bottom array. Currently the region below
the outer divertor 'nose' is not well diagnosed, since the very bottom part of the outer
divertor target is only covered by the B-top view. This situation will be alleviated
when the A-bottom array is installed. The emissivity at each probe was calculated by
a weighted average of the pixels adjacent to the probes. The systematic variation in
the H, emissivity bears out the trend commonly observed when the transition from
an attached to a detached state takes place. Figs. 5-9 and 5-10 show a sequence of
H, reconstructions starting at low density (shot 950202006) and progressing to high
density (shot 950202013). Note that the maximum emissivity increases from
about 49 kW/ m3 to 149 kW/ in3 . At the same time the peak of the emission shifts
from a bright localized spot on the inner divertor ledge down to the divertor slot near
the outer strike point. In the final, fully detached, condition the private flux region is
radiating more or less uniformly with its maximum emissivity near the X-point. This
is contrasted with very little H . radiation from the private zone in the two frames
of Fig. 5-9, where the SOL is still mostly attached. Some emission coming from the
outer strike point seems to be present then also.
The result of the neutral density calculation is presented in Fig. 5-11, which dis-
plays neutral pressure data from three sources: a calculation based on the H , emissivity,
a neutral pressure gauge located on the midplane, and a neutral pressure gauge
mounted behind the outboard divertor target and in communication with the pri-
vate flux zone. All three sets of data are plotted for the five conditions listed in
Tab. 5.1. Dotted lines connect the gauge measurements with the corresponding cal-
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Figure 5-7: The density (left axis) and temperature (right axis) profiles as measured by probes
along the inner and outer divertor target for the same shots and times referenced earlier in Fig.
5-6. These profile data are successively used to calculate the neutral density profile.
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Figure 5-8: A sketch of the relative pixel positions with respect to the divertor probes (full
circles).
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Figure 5-9: The systematic variation in the H a emissivity with increasing density (see Tab.
5.1 for discharge conditions). Both reconstructions (top: 950202006, bottom:950202007) shown
here exhibit the MARFE like radiation zone on the inner divertor ledge. This is typical for shots
which are not yet fully detached. Compare to Fig. 5-10 for higher density discharges.
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Figure 5-10: The systematic variation in the H . emissivity with increasing density (see Tab.
5.1 for discharge conditions). Shot 950202010 demonstrates the shift of the peak radiation to
the outer strike point. In the fully detached state (950202013) the emissivity is concentrated
deep in the divertor. Compare to Fig. 5-9 for lower density discharges.
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Figure 5-11: Neutral density profiles along the outboard divertor target for five discharges
(a:950202006, b:950202007, c:950202010, d:950202011, f:950202013); three datapoints are
shown for the inboard divertor for shot 950202011. The dotted lines leading to the right
connect the last calculated point with the corresponding measurement of a pressure gauge at
the midplane . The dotted lines on the left connect the first calculated point to the neutral
measurement of a divertor pressure gauge.
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culated neutral densities along the outboard divertor target. Three datapoints for the
inboard target are also shown (empty circles). They correspond to shot 950202011
(trace "d").
Several observations are worth making when examining Fig. 5-11.
The neutral density increases by about three orders of magnitude across the set of
discharges ("a" - "e"). This behavior has been documented before [38], the divertor
neutral pressure is a strong function of the line integrated electron density in the
main plasma. This observation was based on data from the divertor neutral pressure
gauge, with no profile information.
The neutral pressure differential between the private flux and and the midplane
can be very high for low density discharges (traces "a" and "e" in Fig. 5-11), where
a pressure drop of 2 orders of magnitude is sustained over a distance of 7 mm. At
higher densities ("d" and "e") the neutral pressure profile appears to flatten out
considerably; the pressure drop between the private flux zone and a point 15 mm
outside the separatrix is roughly one order of magnitude. Therefore the neutral
pressure gradient changes by a factor 20 between the two cases. This phenomenon
leads to a significantly higher midplane neutral pressure during detached divertor
plasma operation. Fig. 5-12 illustrates this point by plotting the time histories of the
neutral pressure in the divertor (from the divertor neutral pressure gauge), the neutral
pressure at the midplane (midplane neutral pressure gauge) and the compression ratio
defined as P div/P mid. Since the recycling neutral flux from the divertor surfaces is
located predominantly in the private flux zone, the major part of the neutral source
is also located there. The pressure differential between the midplane and the divertor
is probably determined to a large degree by the transparency of the edge plasma
between the X-point and the strike points to neutrals. Higher edge temperatures
which prevail at lower plasma densities can result in a shorter mean-free-path of
ionization for neutrals. A one-dimensional calculation of the neutral density profile
which aims at quantifying the edge plasma transparency to neutrals is underway [37].
Unfortunately the plasma temperature measured at the inboard side of the diver-
tor is generally so low that a meaningful calculation of the neutral density is seldom
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Figure 5-12: Illustration of the neutral pressure variations as observed by the divertor and
midplane pressure gauges during a plasma detachment (shot 950202018). All quantities are
plotted versus time. The divertor plasma detaches up to probe 9 on the outer divertor shortly
after 0.8 s, when the midplane pressure starts to rise at the same time as the divertor pressure
drops. This is borne out in the bottom trace which shows the time history of the ratio of divertor
to midplane neutral pressure.
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possible. This explains why there are only three datapoints from the inboard side of
the divertor included in Fig. 5-11. The low temperatures measured by the Langmuir
probes there suggest that the private flux zone is detached most of the time. It has
been observed that the heat flux into the SOL exhibits an in/out asymmetry such
that more heat is deposited on the outboard side of the plasma [30]. In addition, the
formation of a strongly radiating feature at the inner target just above the divertor
"nose" dissipates heat flowing towards the divertor before it reaches the target. The
lower heat flux into the inner SOL together with the localized radiation there lead to
very low temperatures and thus to conditions which are conducive to plasma detach-
ment. At times when the outer divertor is detached (trace "d" and "b") the neutral
pressure appears to be very similar on both sides.
As already mentioned previously, the neutral density calculation is very sensitive
to electron temperature at low temperatures. Therefore only data where the probe
measurements were above 3 eV are included. Experimental difficulties and data
outage together with this cut-off criterion explains why there is not always a full set
of 10 data points available. The experimental error stems predominantly from three
sources: error in Te, n,, and in the reconstructed emissivity. The error in density was
estimated to be ±15 %. I estimate the error in the temperature to be the larger of
0.5 eV or ±10 %. Those two sources of error account for roughly half of the size of
the error bars as shown in Fig. 5-11. The uncertainty in emissivity introduced by
the H, measurement and successive reconstruction is responsible for the other half.
A value of ±50 % was assumed as a reasonable estimate.
Langmuir probe data can be used to calculate the recycling neutral fluxes from a
divertor surface. Given n, and Te, the neutral source F, in units of m-2 s-' depends
on the incident parallel ion flux through the particle reflection coefficient Rp:
I'n = RpI71 sin 0 , (5.3)
where 0 is the field angle with the plate normal. Given the average speed of the
neutrals coming off the wall, the neutral density is simply
nn = Fn/vn . (5.4)
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R, = 0.75 for incident ion energies in the vicinity of 10 eV [54]. The energy of the
neutralized ions leaving the wall is about half of the incident energy [54]. With this
information we can calculate a neutral density from probe measurements of electron
temperature and density. Fig. 5-13 displays neutral density profiles calculated using
Equ. 5.4 for the attached case of shot 950202006 and the detached case of shot
950202011. To compare the profiles from local probe measurements, nP, (c.f. Fig.
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Figure 5-13: The neutral density calculated from Langmuir probe measurements along the
outer divertor target, plotted against the midplane mapped radial coordinate p. The two profiles
correspond to an attached case (shot 950202006) and a fully detached case (shot 950202011).
5-13) to the neutral density profiles calculated based on H. emissivities, nn, (c.f. 5-
11) examine Fig. 5-14. Even allowing for the large uncertainties inherent in the
comparison shown in Fig. 5-14, there is a significant difference between detached
and attached conditions. The first two data points for shot 950202006 (where p __<
1 mm) are in locally detached plasma conditions, as are all three datapoints for shot
950202013. Based on these data points we conclude that in detached conditions nP
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Figure 5-14: The ratio of the neutral density profile calculated from Langmuir probe data,
nP, (Fig. 5-13) to the one obtained form H . emissivities, nh, (Fig. 5-11). An attached case
(950202006) and a detached case (950202011) are considered. Errors are estimated to be about
one order of magnitude.
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is significantly smaller than nn. On the other hand, in attached cases their ratio
is close to unity, within experimental uncertainties. A possible explanation for this
observation is that local recycling at the divertor wall is the dominant source when
the plasma is attached; under these conditions the neutral densities deduced from
H a light and from probe measurements are of similar magnitude. However, when the
plasma detaches, the local recycling source drops precipitously. Volumes behind the
outer divertor tiles function as a neutral pressure plenum which prevents the divertor
neutral pressure from following the drop in the local recycling flux. Under these
conditions the neutral density calculation based on H. emissivities still yields high
neutral pressures, whereas nP follows the drop in particle flux to the target. Hence
the smaller ratio of nP/nh in Fig. 5-14 for detached plasma conditions.
Further supporting evidence for this scenario comes from a neutral transport cal-
culation [37] which treats the neutrals in one dimension along the outer divertor plate
(Fig. 5-15. The calculation assumes a neutral particle source located at the bottom
of the divertor, consistent in strength with the neutral pressure measurement from
a pressure gauge there. Charge exchange and ionization are the only processes con-
sidered. Plasma temperature and density profiles are given by probe measurements
at the outer divertor, all other effects from plasma/wall interactions are neglected.
The good agreement between measurement and calculation in detached regions of
the divertor supports the view that the local recycling source of neutrals is small.
However, for points further out in the SOL which are attached in shot 950202006, the
transport calculation underestimates the neutral density there. This agrees with the
scenario described above. In these regions the ion flux to the walls constitutes the
major contribution to the neutral source. The situation is different when the plasma
is detached from the divertor plate. Under these conditions the flux of incident ions
is drastically reduced and hence also the number of recycling neutrals is much smaller
than during attached operation. Shot 950202013 confirms this theory, as shown in
Fig. 5-15. Here the one-dimensional neutral transport model seems to describe well
the experimental measurements. The recycling neutral source appears to be a minor
contributor to the total neutral source in the divertor.
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Figure 5-15: Results from a one-dimensional neutral transport calculation. The source of
neutrals is assumed to be located at the bottom of the divertor, there is no recycling neutral
source from the walls. The symbols represent neutral densities derived from H . measurements.
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Momentum balance along a field line, from the model described in Chapter 4, is
governed by Equ. 5.5:
dp
ds -mnnnF(ov)". (5.5)
In Equ. 5.5 mi is the ion mass, n, the neutral density, F the particle flux, and (av)
the charge exchange rate coefficient. We can calculate the required neutral density
to produce the observed pressure drop from Equ. 5.5, solving for n,:
Ap 1
nn =- ---- 1 (5.6)As mF(av)(
The quantity As is defined as the distance from the divertor plate along a field line to
the location where T = 6 eV. Chapter 4 explains in more detail how As is calculated.
Taking the measured pressure drop along a field line passing 1 mm outside of the
separatrix at the midplane (i.e. p = 1 mm) and using probe measurements for r, ne,
and T the neutral density is calculated from Equ. 5.6. Tab. 5.2 compares this value
with the experimental result taken from Fig. 5-11.
Shot Time (s) n,( m-3 ) n,( m-3 ) H, /model
_ from model from H. data
950202006 0.683 1.5 x 1018 6 x 1017 2.5
950202007 0.683 9.7 x 1018 4 x 1018 2.4
950202010 0.684 5.6 x 1018 5 x 10's 0.11
950202011 0.684 5.8 x 1018 1.5 x 1020 0.04
950202013 0.685 6.1 x 1018 2.5 x 1020 0.02
Table 5.2: Comparison of neutral density calculated from the plasma pressure drop along a
field line to the experimental result from Fig. 5-11. The ratio of the neutral densities from
H , measurement to the one from the model is entered in the last column.
Shots 950202006 and 950202007 are characteristic of the high-recycling divertor
regime on Alcator. Comparing the neutral density inferred from the pressure drop
along the field line (third column of Tab. 5.2) to the experimentally measured neu-
tral density (fourth column), the two numbers agree within the error bars of the
experiment.
The situation is different when considering the higher density detached shots (last
three rows in Tab. 5.2). Here the calculated neutral density varies little and is roughly
10 to 50 times lower than the experimental value. The discrepancy increases with fie
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from shot 950202010 to 950202013. It appears that CX collisions are not as effective
as expected in dissipating plasma ion momentum.
As discussed on page 99, the neutral atom has to collide with the divertor surface
before being effective in removing any more plasma momentum. The charge exchange
mean-free-path, A, at a neutral temperature corresponding to a Franck-Condon
energy of 3 eV, a plasma temperature of 5 eV, and a plasma density of 1 x 1020 m-3
is 9 mm [21]. Assuming an average distance of a neutral from the divertor wall of the
order of 5 cm we conclude that a neutral undergoes about 5 CX collisions prior to
contacting the divertor. The momentum removed from the ion fluid by this collision
is reduced further when considering the initial momentum of the neutral, which is
about half of the initial ion momentum. In other words, on average a neutral is only
10% effective in transferring momentum from the plasma to the divertor. This effect
is of the right order of magnitude to reconcile the observed neutral densities with
the measured plasma pressure drops. The neutral density required to produce the
observed drop in plasma pressure is there for higher than predicted by Equ. 5.6 by a
factor c:
E L (5.7)A,
Lnj (o-v),(58
VT'
The scaling of c oc ni is also exhibited by the trend of the data in Tab. 5.2: the
'excess' neutral density increases from shot 950202010 to 950202013, as does the
plasma density (he = 1.9 x 1020 m-3 in 950202010, to n, = 2.5 x 1020 m- 3 in
950202013).
Estimating the neutral-neutral elastic scattering cross section by a "hard sphere
model" to be 27rro, with ro = 53 x 10-12 m, the atomic radius of hydrogen, 0-.1 ~
10-20 M 2 . With this, the mean-free-path of neutral-neutral collisions at the previously
quoted densities is about 1 m. This means that only at the very highest densities
(~ 1021 m- 3 ) can the neutrals approach the fluid limit. In bigger machines which
strive to operate at high neutral pressures (e.g. ITER) it is can be expected that
neutrals will behave as a fluid. In this case the plasma momentum loss is determined
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by the viscosity of the neutral fluid and its friction in contact with the divertor surface.
The process of momentum transfer is even more complicated when one considers the
deuterium molecules and their interactions.
The differences in the location and strength of the neutral source as indicated by
the previous discussion communicate their effect also to regions inside the last closed
flux surface. The lower edge temperatures that prevail during detached conditions to-
gether with the higher neutral density in the divertor cause increased neutral densities
also in the main plasma near the X-point region. Fig. 5-16 shows the neutral density
calculated from H, emission originating inside the last closed flux surface. It has to
be pointed out that nn has been calculated only for pixels on or inside the last closed
flux surface, where reliable electron temperature and density data are available. The
neutral density at the pixel closest to the X-point is below 10" m-3 in the first case.
After detachment the neutral density at the X-point has increased to 1.8 x 1018 m-3 .
The cooling rate of ions by CX is given by
P. = nan (uv).(T - Tn), (5.9)
where T, stands for the atomic neutral temperature. Relative to radiative cooling by
intrinsic plasma impurities (C, 0, Mo), which radiate most effectively at tempera-
tures around 10 eV [42], CX becomes the dominant process below about 6 eV. The
difference between this temperature and the average neutral temperature is usually
only a 3 eV, assuming typical Franck-Condon dissociated neutral hydrogen atoms.
Under the assumption of ni = 5 x 1019 m-3 , nn = 1020 m-3 , T = 6 eV, Tn = 3 eV,
(av). = 2 x 10-4 m 3 s-1, we find a value of P, = 48 MW m-3. This power den-
sity is significant when compared to the peak radiated power densities measured by
bolometers, which are about twice this power.
5.3 Particle confinement time measurements
Particle behavior strongly influences the overall properties - including the energy
confinement properties - of the plasma, and thus the achievement of net energy pro-
duction conditions depends strongly on our understanding and control of the particle
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Figure 5-16: The neutral density profile calculated only for pixels on or inside the last closed
flux surface. The top plot is during attached divertor plasma (950202006), whereas the bottom
figure was calculated during a detached period (950202013).
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flow. The fuel particle confinement time, rp, has been defined as [6]
Tp = N/<O, (5.10)
where N is the total fuel particle content of the plasma and <D is the total outflux of
fuel ions, measured in s-.
The use of the particle confinement time as a measure of particle confinement is
not unambiguous. To illustrate this point, consider the simple slab geometry shown
below which is, strictly speaking, only applicable to limiter discharges. A neutral
n i
a- Aj a
Figure 5-17: A simple slab geometry suffices to illustrate that the particle confinement time
7-p depends on both particle transport and source location of the neutral particles (see text.)
particle source is located at r = a, responsible for an inward neutral particle flux. If
one assumes that the neutrals have a radial inward velocity vo, then they give rise
to a plasma ion source located approximately one ionization mean-free-path inside of
r = a. The ionization-mean-free-path, Aj, is given by
Ai;z VO (5.11)
n(O)(o-v)j
where (ov)i is the average rate coefficient for ionization in the edge region. The
velocity vo is the effective atom penetration velocity, which ought to account for both
molecular and atomic processes as well as for charge exchange processes. We identify
the inward flux of plasma ions by <D. In the entire plasma the particle diffusion
coefficient, DI, is treated constant and the edge density, n(a), is assumed to be zero.
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This results in a flat density profile inside of (a - Aj) with a linear drop to zero between
(a - A) and a:
n(0) = -- Aj for r < a - Ai
nf(r) =- r (5.12)
'()(a - r) for a - Ai < r < a.
The particle confinement time calculated according to Equ. 5.10 is then simply
= (a - A/2)
7, = .(5.13)D i
This expression for r, clearly depends on particle transport, through D1 , but also on
the location of the particle source, through Aj. Combining Equs. 5.13 and 5.11 under
the assumption that Ai < a gives
avo
D7 n ~v. (5.14)i- (o-v)i
According to this simple scaling law, rp is expected to scale inversely proportional
to the density. It has been observed on many machines (JET, ALCATOR-A, JT-60,
TFTR) that rp indeed follows the scaling law established above [56]. Many exceptions
exist, however.
Experimental measurements usually rely on core diagnostics, such as interferom-
etry measurements, to find the total electron content. For clean plasmas where Zeff
is sufficiently low, the number of fuel ions is approximately equal to the number of
electrons in the plasma. Langmuir probes customarily yield measurements of the
particle flux to the target. Given measurements over a sufficiently large area of the
vacuum vessel, the outward particle flux can be inferred from these measurements.
Another method measures the particle flux 0 based on counting the number of
H. photons released in the plasma [6]. This requires absolute calibration of the
spectroscopic instrumentation together with calculations of the number of H. photons
produced per neutral entering the plasma [22]. The line-of-sight integrated data upon
which particle confinement time calculations are based cannot distinguish between
H. photons from recycling atoms in the SOL which never penetrate the last closed
flux surface and ones which originate from inside the separatrix. In a high recycling
regime most of the emission comes from the recycling region and comparatively little
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actually stems from the interior of the plasma. Therefore the particle confinement
time inferred from brightness measurements will underestimate rp. With the help of
tomography it is possible to identify H. photons which come from regions inside the
last closed flux surface and count only those in the calculation of rp.
For the present work, I have used H. measurements from the UVIS system de-
scribed in Chapter 2. Local emissivities are calculated using the tomography al-
gorithm described in Chapter 3. Knowing the local emissivity we can distinguish
emission from inside the separatrix from emission coming from outside. Using the
theoretical calculations of the number of ionizations per H', photons from Ref. [22],
an ionization source rate inside the separatrix can be calculated. Equ. 5.15 can then
be used to find r,
dN N
- Si . (5.15)
The total number of ions, N, as well as ! was derived from interferometer measure-
ments. Si represents the total ionization rate inside the separatrix as inferred from
H, measurements and H. -tomography.
Fig. 5-18 shows a survey of r, calculations for L-mode and H-mode discharges in
the 1994 campaign. They have been selected for the plasma currents to fall between
700 kA and 800 kA. Transport coefficients in the Alcator C-Mod SOL and
the core region have been measured elsewhere [28, 32] and generally cluster around
Di = 0.5 m2 s-1. Using a value of Di = 0.5 m 2 S-2 for the edge, we can estimate
the mean fueling depth of a neutral from Equ. 5.13. Since r, varies between roughly
30 ms and 1 ms as Fig. 5-18 shows, the fueling depth Ao changes from about 7 cm to
0.3 cm.
To contrast this result against values for r, measured in the central plasma, con-
sider Fig. 5-19. Shown in Fig. 5-19 are time histories of line averaged electron
density, its (smoothed) derivative, and the particle confinement time following the
injection of a deuterium pellet at t = 0.755 s. The core confinement time in this case
is calculated as
rn = . (5.16)(dne/dt)
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Figure 5-18: A survey of rp for several discharges (700 kA < Ip < 800 kA), plotted versus
line-averaged electron density. Full circles are L-mode discharges and open circles are H-mode
discharges. The line is a fit to L-mode only.
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density, its time derivative, and the core particle confinement time (shot 940615015) found by
dividing the density by its derivative.
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We can estimate an equivalent particle fueling depth in this case as L. ~ VDrr =
13 cm, using a value of r, = 30 ms from Fig. 5-19. Not surprisingly, the scale length
of particle transport is much longer, about 65% of the minor radius, in this case.
This is of course a consequence of the source location being deep inside the plasma
for pellet fueling. At the densities reached in this case, about 2.4 x 102 m-3 as shown
in the top trace of Fig. 5-19, the edge particle confinement time is very small indeed
- of the order of 1 ms - calculated from H. measurements.
5.4 Summary
The wealth of information which can be deduced from H , emissivity profiles is demon-
strated in this section. Two-dimensional neutral density profiles inside as well as out-
side the last closed flux surface, particle confinement time measurements, and plasma
flow rates (see Chapter 4) are some examples.
It has been shown how two-dimensional neutral density profiles can be derived
from local H . emissivities which are calculated using the tomographic reconstruction
algorithm described in Chapter 3. The atomic cross sections and reaction rates in-
volved in the calculation depend sensitively on local plasma conditions. Particularly
for temperatures below approximately 5 eV temperature, uncertainties of i1 eV re-
sult give rise to errors in the calculated neutral density of one order of magnitude.
Particularly in the private flux region reliable measurements of T and ne are much
needed. The model introduced in Chapter 4 proved to be to crude to yield accu-
rate temperature profiles across the private flux region. More sophisticated computer
simulations which are applicable over a wide range of plasma conditions (detached
divertor, high-recycling etc.) are needed.
Restricting the neutral density calculations to the immediate vicinity of the tar-
get plate, where probe measurements are readily available, and the region inside the
last closed flux surface, where ECE and TCI provide the needed plasma data, one
can nonetheless succeed in calculating neutral densities from the tomographic recon-
structions. The neutral density profile along the divertor target matches well with
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neutral pressure gauge measurements on either side (one at the bottom of the di-
vertor, the other at the midplane). The observed neutral pressure gradient from the
divertor to the midplane flattens by a factor of 20 when transitioning to a detached
divertor plasma.. This observation is in good agreement with neutral transport calcu-
lations which indicate that, due mainly to the lower temperature, the plasma close to
the separatrix becomes transparent to neutrals when the divertor plasma detaches.
The neutral density profile along the outer target is determined mainly by recycling
neutrals from there when the plasma is attached. The lower particle fluxes in the
detached state directly affect the recycling neutral source and the neutral density in
the divertor is mainly determined by neutrals coming from the bottom of the divertor
slot.
Inside the last closed flux surface calculated neutral densities have been compared
with high-resolution X-ray measurements with good agreement. Several centimeters
inside the last closed flux surface, close to the inner divertor nose, the neutral density
was found to vary from 2 x 101 m-3 for an attached plasma conditions, to 2 x 1018 m-3
during detachment.
Particle confinement time measurements based on the observed ionization source
inside the last closed flux surface yield a scaling of r, oc i- 2 .0 which is the same for H
and L-mode discharges. H-factors of 2.5 during ELMy H-modes have been measured.
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Chapter 6
Tomography of Carbon Impurity
Radiation
An important characteristic of the UVIS imaging system is the capability to select the
wavelength in which the plasma is imaged. Referring to Fig. 2-2 there are generally
two image paths per view (with the exception of the F-side view) of which one has a
fixed H filter (see Chapter 2). The other filter can be selected out of a group of six
filters mounted in a remotely controlled filter wheel. Therefore simultaneous images
can be taken in H . and one other pre-selected wavelength. In this chapter I will
present results obtained from tomographic reconstructions of CII and CIII emission.
The different ionization states of carbon have to be treated separately as different
ion species. Whereas for hydrogen there are only two such species (i.e. HO and H
+ ), carbon has seven (CI - CVII, which is CO - C6+). This complicates the radi-
ation spectrum of carbon, giving rise to many more emission lines than observed in
a hydrogen-like atomic system. The relative abundance of each ionization state is af-
fected by atomic processes like ionization and charge exchange, as well as by impurity
transport. The full complexity of this multi-species dynamic equilibrium, comprising
all charge states of carbon, prohibits a simple analysis like the one described for hy-
drogen in Chapter 5. One-dimensional computer codes, like the MIST code [14], have
been applied with some success to assess the contribution of radiation from carbon
to the total radiated power in the main plasma [12]. Theoretical calculations make it
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possible to infer the ground state particle flux of a given impurity from the measured
brightness of a particular emission line [2]. This method has been used on Alcator
C-Mod to estimate the total divertor and limiter carbon sources [27] (see also the
appendix).
In the past, atomic neutral hydrogen densities have not been a great concern
when calculating the total impurity radiation. The peak neutral densities observed
in the Alcator C-Mod divertor can approach 5 x 1020 M 3. At these densities, charge
exchange between atomic hydrogen and carbon impurity ions needs to be considered
when attempting to calculate the power radiated by carbon. A theoretical study
which examined the contribution of charge exchange to the total power radiated by
carbon has been performed on the JET tokamak [33]. The results show that generally
charge exchange enhances the total carbon radiation by about 10%, shifting the peak
of the emission towards higher temperatures due to a higher abundance of low charge
states in hotter regions.
The tomographic algorithm used in reconstructing H . emission or carbon emission
is the same (see Chapter 3 earlier). The pixel layout chosen for the H . reconstruction
has also been adopted for reconstructions of carbon light; Fig. 3-2 shows the location
of the pixels and the pixels in which zero emission is enforced. The assumption of
zero emission from the pixels shown shaded in Fig. 3-2 has to be carefully reviewed
for each impurity species and discharge condition. It might be necessary in the future
to adopt different pixel layouts for different impurity species. This, however, has not
been pursued for this work. The emission from CII and CIII, which is investigated in
this work, is still sufficiently localized at the plasma edge that negligible amounts of
light come from the interior regions of the plasma. It would be a cause of concern if
there were high emissivities observed in pixels at the boundary to the shaded area (Fig.
3-2) interior to the last closed flux surface. However, the presence of comparatively
low emission in pixels there has been taken as a further indication that emission of
CII or CIII light from inside the last closed flux surface is indeed negligible. Should
the tomographic inversion be extended to higher charge states or different impurity
species, this point needs careful investigation.
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As has been pointed out before, from the four views equipped with H filters, only
three (B-top, B-side, and K-bottom) have the capability to image impurity radiation
also. Reconstructions of emission other than H. thus rely on only three array views.
The missing view from the F-side port covers the upper part of the vessel (see Fig.
2-1). Currently, with the VB-drift towards the X-point at the bottom of the machine,
radiation originates predominantly in the bottom divertor. Fortunately, the omission
of the F-side array data from the reconstruction does not significantly affect the
resolution obtainable in the divertor region.
Although the C-Mod first wall material is molybdenum, carbon is a major intrinsic
plasma impurity together with molybdenum and oxygen; carbon impurity fractions
reaching a level of about 0.2% of the electron density. There are several possible
sources of carbon:
*. Most of the molybdenum tiles had some surface contamination before they were
installed in the machine.
* On one occasion the temperature during baking exceeded safe limits and melted
some of the Teflon insulation used in the vessel, leaving some residue.
* Contamination from in-vessel work.
* Stainless steel components inside the vessel.
Signal amplitude is the main obstacle to a successful tomographic inversion of
carbon emission. Fiber degradation and window coating have reduced the brightness
of the observed CII line at 5145 A. This drop in transmission is most pronounced for
the B-side array as shown in Tab. 2-4. An integration time of 40 ms was needed to
produce a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio (as compared to 1 ms integration time for
H. viewing detectors).
6.1 Methane puffing experiment
Methane was puffed into C-Mod plasmas as a way of introducing a known quantity of
carbon from distinct locations into the SOL. In shot 950303030 methane was intro-
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duced through a valve located at a major radius of R = 1.8 m, approximately 30 cm
below the midplane. Although the NINJA gas puff system [19] was used during some
discharges to introduce methane directly into the private flux zone, signal amplitudes
did not permit a successful reconstruction of carbon radiation. The time histories of
some characteristic plasma parameters are displayed in Fig. 6-1. The bottom trace
is the time history of the brightness of a CII (A = 5150 A) emission line measured by a
photodiode which views the main plasma. The sharp rise and drop of the signal mark
the duration of the methane puff (0.61 s to 0.81 s). The density and temperature
at the location of probe #6 in the outer divertor indicate a detachment which lasted
from about 0.65 s to 0.84 s. The spike in radiated power at 0.55 s is due to a natural
molybdenum injection.
The following four figures, Figs. 6-2 and 6-5, show reconstructions of CII emission
at four different times during the shot. The first frame, at time
0.60 s, is a reconstruction shortly before the methane reached the plasma. It shows
a typical background carbon emission pattern. At t = 0.64 s effects of the methane
puff become visible: the overall CII emission has increased and a plume of emission
around the midplane level on the outboard side marks the puff location. Open field
lines intersecting the inner wall above the midplane give rise to higher recycling fluxes
at this location. The observed higher local CII emission there may be due to increased
sputtering by recycling fuel ions. The next frame, Fig. 6-4, is at the height of the puff
when the divertor plasma is detached out to probe 8 (see Fig. 2-5 for the location of
divertor probes). The brightest spot is slightly outside of the X-point.
Although the puff location is 30 cm below the midplane, large up/down asym-
metries in the methane source are unlikely due to the comparatively large distance
of the puff location from the plasma (approximately 90 cm from the last closed flux
surface). However, the CII radiation on the outboard side of the plasma has spread
towards the top, with no visible increase in size downward. This asymmetry in the
observed CII emission despite a nearly up/down symmetric source is puzzling. Several
explanations appear possible.
e The up/down asymmetry of the CII emission may be an artifact of the inversion
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Figure 6- 1: Time history (abscissa measures time in seconds) of some plasma parameters
for shot 950303030. Methane was puffed between 0.6 and 0.8 s. A photodiode with a C11
(A = 5150 A) interference filter monitors emission from the main plasma around the midplane
elevation (bottom trace). The divertor plasma is detached between 0.65 s and 0.84 s.
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Figure 6-2: Reconstructions of CII emission during shot 950303030 at time t = 0.60 s before
the methane puff.
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Figure 6-3: Reconstructions of CII emission during shot 950303030 at time t = 0.64 s shortly
after the methane has reached the plasma.
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Figure 6-4: Reconstructions of CII emission during shot 950303030 at time t = 0.72 s. The
plasma in the divertor is detached at the peak of the methane puff.
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Figure 6-5: Reconstructions of ClI emission during shot 950303030 at time t = 0.92 s. Levels
of CI1 radiation have decayed back to pre-puff levels at this time.
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because of loss of toroidal symmetry. The gas puffing location is toroidally
located at B-port. Two of the three arrays which are used in the CII inversion
are also located at B-port (the B-top and B-side arrays). The other array is
at K-port, viewing only the divertor region from below. Most of the toroidally
localized nature of the methane puff is expected to be lost by the time carbon
ions reach the divertor, giving rise to a toroidally uniform emission from there.
Thus the data from the K-port divertor view can be combined with those from
the B-side and B-top views in a consistent way for the inversion. TV images
from a tangentially viewing port taken with a CIII filter also show a distinct
clustering of carbon emission near the top of the plasma.
* Since the methane is in the molecular flow regime, any shadowing of the bottom
parts of the plasma from the gas influx by hardware installed in the port could
explain the observed asymmetry. However, the hardware installed in the B-side
port permits a free line of sight from the puff location to the bottom part of the
plasma.
* Directed flow in the SOL may be the cause of the preferential upward extent
of the CII plume. Gas puffing of hydrogen from a capillary at the inner wall
at midplane elevation has been observed with a TV camera. Fig. 6-6 shows a
view directed radially at the inner wall with a wide angle lens. The bright
rings of emission in the divertor are clearly visible. The gas puff location at the
inner wall (left third of image) shows a distinct plume extending to the left and
down. This is consistent with a plasma flow at this location in the direction
of the plasma current, angled downward toward the divertor. The direction in
which the CII plume extends is consistent with co-direction flow of the plasma,
which, on the outboard side, is in the upward direction.
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Figure 6-6: A TV image from a camera aimed radially inward at the inner wall. Deuterium is
being puffed through a capillary at the inner wall. The bright plume of radiation extends to the
left and downward before it disappears from the camera view. Bright emission from the divertor
is also visible.
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6.2 Carbon radiation during detachment
Shots 10, 11, and 13 on 2 February 1995 (shot numbers 950202010, 950202011, and
950202013) have already been investigated with respect to changes of the neutral
density profile in Chapter 5. Tab. 5.1 is a brief summary of some their gross plasma
parameters. Shot 950202010 exhibits a partial detachment out to p = 2 mm which
deepens in shot 950202011 and finally reaches out to p = 7 mm in shot 950202013.
In the context of carbon and total radiation I would like to revisit these shots and
compare the emissivity distributions for H, , CIII and total radiation.
Fig. 6-7 compares the H, emissivity to the CIII (A = 4651 A) emissivity profile
for shot 950202010, Fig. 6-8 shows the tomographic reconstruction of bolometry data
[11]. Fig. 6-9 illustrates the effect of detachment on the H. and CIII emission,
Fig. 6-10 is a plot of the bolometry emission for the same shot. The CIII
emissivity peak for shot 950202010 (c.f. Fig. 6-7) is located at the X-point, whereas
the H. emission in this region appears shifted towards cooler conditions away from
the separatrix, to the inside and down of the X-point. The lower ionization potential
of hydrogen, 13.2 eV as compared to 46.9 eV for CIII, accounts for that effect. A
substantial part of the emitted H. light comes from the bottom of the divertor slot
near the outer strike point. The plasma temperature there is about 2 eV as measured
by Langmuir probes embedded in the divertor tiles there. This temperature is too
low for CIII to emit efficiently, the predominant species at this temperature being
CII [4]. There appears to be a strongly emitting source of H. radiation situated just
above the outer divertor nose. In the CIII reconstruction the corresponding spot can
be seen a short distance inward of that location. In general there is good correspon-
dence between the H. and the CIII reconstructions. The bolometry measurement
for shot 950202010 shown in Fig. 6-8 is dominated by a feature just above the inner
divertor nose. This location coincides with the peak in H. emission usually observed
in detached plasma conditions (see for example Fig. 5-9). The feature which appears
in the CIII reconstruction, about 5 cm outside the last closed flux surface around
R = 0.85 m, Z = -0.3 m, is probably coming from just outside the last closed flux
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Figure 6-7: The H. and CIII emissivity profiles in the divertor region for shot 950202010.
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Figure 6-8: Tomographic reconstruction of the bolometry data for shot 950202010.
surface, some 2-3 cm closer to the separatrix. The reconstruction in this region is
generally fraught with larger uncertainties (see for example Fig. 3-20 for a compari-
son of signal-to-noise in different regions), which, in conjunction with the low signal
amplitude in the B-side and B-top arrays can give rise to larger uncertainties. The
region around the X-point, however, is seen by three arrays which leads to a better
determined reconstruction there.
The situation during detachment changes considerably. Fig. 6-9 shows the H, emission
increased and distributed along the outer leg of the separatrix. The H,, emission near
the outer strike point has increased also from about 40 kW m-3 to 60 kW m-3 . The
temperature at the separatrix has dropped from shot 950202010 to 950202013 which
is consistent with the observed increase in H. radiation from inside the last closed
flux surface. Compared to shot 950202010, the CIII emissivity has concentrated near
the X-point, where it forms a band of radiation with significant contributions from
regions above the X-point (see Fig. 6-10). CIII radiation from the bottom of the
divertor has decreased from 950202010 to 950202013, consistent with a drop of tem-
perature there as indicated by probe measurements. The bolometry inversion for
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Figure 6-9: The H, and CIll emissivity profiles in the divertor region for shot 950202013
(detached divertor plasma).
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Figure 6-10: Tomographic reconstruction of the bolometry data for shot 950202013, showing
detached plasma conditions.
950202013, shown in Fig. 6-10, is almost identical to the CIII reconstruction of the
same shot: it exhibits the same band structure of radiation above the X-point. The
bolometers also see the radiation from the divertor slot. Plasma conditions in this
region are consistent with the assumption that this emission is predominantly due to
H, radiation.
6.3 Summary
It has been demonstrated in this chapter that emission from carbon (CII and CIII
emission) can be successfully imaged and, subjected to tomographic inversion, yields
valuable emission profile data. The main obstacle currently lies in the low light
intensities reaching the detectors leading to a worse signal-to-noise ratio and longer
integration times when compared to H. emission (40 ms for CII and CIII as compared
to 1 ms for H. ). The small signal amplitude is primarily due to fiber browning by X-
ray and neutron radiation. The performance of quartz fibers in this respect is better
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and the glass fibers currently in use on Alcator should be replaced by quartz fibers
as soon as possible.
A comparison of total radiation emissivities, derived from bolometry data, to CIII
reconstructions shows that the CIII emission peaks close to where the maximum emis-
sion in total radiation is calculated to be based on bolometry data. This is consistent
with other spectroscopic observations showing carbon dominating the impurity radi-
ation from the edge region [27]. Spectroscopic measurements of CVI radiation show
an increase in the carbon concentration of the core plasma after transitioning to a
detached divertor plasma [44] state. Measurements of carbon source rates from the
inner wall and the divertor do not indicate a change in carbon source strength due
to plasma detachment, leaving impurity transport as an explanation for the observed
increase in carbon concentration in the core [27]. Reconstructions of CIII emissivi-
ties for a detached divertor discharge show a significant broadening and shift of the
carbon radiation, so that after detachment a large fraction of the emission is now
coming from inside the separatrix. Thus the increased impurity fraction in the core
after detachment can be attributed to a change in SOL characteristics leading to a
deeper penetration of impurities released from the wall.
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Chapter 7
Summary and Conclusions
This work focuses on describing a tomographic reconstruction technique which per-
mits the reconstruction of line-of-sight integrated brightness data emitted from the
plasma edge. In many cases it is physically more intuitive to use emission profiles
rather than integrated brightness data. Particularly, knowledge of H. emissivity pro-
files opens up a wide field of possible further analysis which yields plasma parameters
not easily accessible without it.
The reconstruction is based on data from four arrays, each comprising 64 indi-
vidual detectors. The entire field-of-view is divided into pixels 2.5 cm square in the
poloidal plane. The spatial resolution is determined by the size of one pixel. The
viewing geometry is contained in a matrix and has been modelled accounting for
the poloidal and toroidal extent of each individual detector chord. Emissivities are
obtained by inverting the matrix in a least-squares sense under the constraint of
smoothness and non-negativity. Susceptibility to random noise on the experimental
data has been tested and a signal-to-noise ratio of ~ 300 was found in the divertor
region. Outside of that region, signal-to-noise increases to ~ 20-50.
Since most of the quantities derivable from H. emissivity require local knowledge
of plasma density and temperature, it is a prerequisite that these parameters be
known accurately in the main plasma as well as in the Scrape-Off-Layer (SOL). To
interpolate between probe measurements at the divertor target plate and upstream
in the SOL, Chapter 4 introduces a simple analytical, one-dimensional plasma model.
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More sophisticated descriptions are certainly possible and desirable. The intention of
the present work was only to show how, knowing the background plasma conditions,
one can proceed with the analysis.
Particle confinement times are commonly measured by fueling experiments (by
either gas puff or pellets) or H. brightness measurements. The former requires a ded-
icated experiment during which the gas-puff is varied or fueling pellets are fired. The
latter suffers from the loss of spatial information due to the line-of-sight integration
along the spectroscopic viewing chord. Atomic data in conjunction with background
plasma information (i.e. ne and Te) yield local ionization rates from H . emissivity.
The total rate of ionizations inside the last closed flux surface is a measurement of the
particle confinement time of the plasma. The distinction between recycling fuel ions
which never penetrate the separatrix and those that do and go on to fuel the main
plasma is possible because of the tomographically reconstructed spatial information.
High resolution Doppler shift measurements along a tangentially viewing spec-
trometer chord are one source of information about parallel plasma flow in the SOL.
However, H measurements may be used to yield similar information over the entire
poloidal cross section of the plasma. The last section of Chapter 4 shows how, on
the basis of a plasma model, the ionization source in the SOL can be used to infer
a plasma flow. Although the model used is a gross simplification, in principle more
sophisticated, two-dimensional descriptions can be used.
Plasma detachment has been suggested as one way to lower the heat load on the
divertor target plate. Whether this operational regime is over all desirable is still the
object of active research. A conclusion can only be reached by investigating how di-
vertor plasma detachment affects the entire plasma and therefore the whole machine.
Among the key parameters which determine the transition from the attached to the
detached state are the input power into, and the radiated power in, the SOL, neutral
density profile in the SOL, and temperature and density profiles in the edge region.
Tomographic reconstruction of light emission from the plasma edge can provide valu-
able data for determining the radiation balance in the SOL and the neutral density
profile there.
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Neutral pressure gauges are the most common source of information about the
neutral density close to the plasma. Measurements of this quantity inside the main
plasma or the SOL are so far scarce and not readily available. Chapter 5 deals
with neutral density profiles in the SOL and shows how a local neutral density can
be derived from the H. measurement and plasma parameters. The neutral density
profile along the outer divertor target plate, as calculated from H. tomography, is
then compared to the result of a neutral transport calculation. During attached
divertor plasma conditions the neutral source close to the separatrix in the private
flux region and further out in the common flux zone is dominated by recycling neutrals
off the divertor target. The comparatively high separatrix temperatures (Te > 25 eV)
make the plasma near the strike points appear opaque to neutrals and thus lead to a
steep gradient in neutral density from the divertor to the midplane (n, ~ 10"9 m-3 in
the divertor and ~ 10" m-3 at the midplane). Divertor plasma detachment occurs at
much lower strike point temperatures (T < 5 eV) at which the ionization mean-free-
path is long enough for a significant number of neutrals to escape from the private
flux region. During these conditions the neutral pressure is generally high because of
aggressive gas puffing in the divertor (n, ~~ 1020 m- 3 there), but the neutral density
gradient to the midplane is flatter (nn ~ 1019 m-3 at the midplane).
Successful reconstruction of CII and CIII impurity radiation has been demon-
strated in Chapter 6. Analysis of impurity radiation is even more heavily dependent
on plasma modelling since the local impurity species abundances are affected by in-
teraction between their multiple charge states as well as plasma transport. However,
results of carbon source strength measurements [27] together with studies of the CIII
emission profile suggest that the SOL profiles during detachment permit a deeper
penetration of the impurity ion into the main plasma thereby causing the observed
rise in carbon concentration.
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Appendix A
Impurity Sources at the First
Wall of Alcator C-Mod and Their
Effect on the Central Plasma
Reproduced here is a copy of Ref. [27], a paper presented at the 1 1-th Plasma Surface
Interaction Conference in Mito, Japan. The text concerning Fig. A-1 and the corre-
sponding figure have been modified slightly to incorporate the latest improvements
in the tomographic reconstruction algorithm.
A.1 abstract
In this paper we present data concerning impurity sources and transport in a tokamak
with a divertor and molybdenum first wall. A spectrometer, viewing visible and UV
light, has been used to take time dependent spectra of C, 0, and Mo from both the
divertor and the inner limiter surfaces. In the divertor the sputtering threshold for
Mo is not normally reached (Te <; 25 eV). Chord measurements from four filtered
photo-diode arrays have enabled us to invert the measured brightness profiles tomo-
graphically and obtain 2D emissivity information for Ha and CIII. The total C flux
sputtered at the divertor target can be twice as high as from the inner wall surface,
increasing with density to about 2 x 1018 s. However, modeling the SOL, we find that
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the penetration efficiency for C is roughly 10 times smaller for the divertor than for
the inner wall. Oxygen fluxes are generally observed to be one third of the C flux.
A.2 Introduction
The step from a comparatively simple limiter configuration to a complex divertor ge-
ometry needs to be justified by a demonstrated improvement in plasma performance.
It is universally recognized that among the points in favor of a divertor is its increased
capability to retain impurities. At present, a fully 2-dimensional numerical model,
which includes multi species impurity transport in the edge as well as in the main
plasma, still defeats a practical implementation. An experimental assessment of im-
purity generation and transport is therefore valuable in furthering our understanding
of the divertor and providing input to the divertor design of future machines.
One way of obtaining experimental information about localized impurity genera-
tion rates is spectroscopy of visible and near-UV light. Light in this spectral region
is usually emitted by low ionization states of light impurities when they are still very
close to the point of their origin. The successive transport of these impurity ions and
their probability of penetrating the separatrix can be studied either experimentally
or numerically.
A.3 Experiment
A high density (h, ~ 2.5 x 1020 m-3 ), elongated (K ~ 1.65) plasma in a closed, single-
null divertor geometry with a molybdenum first-wall is typical for present Alcator
C-Mod experiments [16, 31]. This unique combination of features makes Alcator an
attractive experiment to study and evaluate regimes of divertor operation relevant to
ITER and other future machines.
Emission from the wavelength region between 200 and 1300 nm has been stud-
ied with a half-meter grating spectrometer equipped with an MCP image intensifier
and a Optical Multichannel Analyzer detector. This instrument provides a spectral
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resolution of about 1 A and a time resolution of 30 ms. It has been used to obtain
time dependent spectra of C, 0, and Mo from both the divertor and the inner limiter
surfaces. Several absolutely calibrated Reticon diode arrays, utilizing interference
filters to select particular wavelengths of hydrogen and carbon, have been used to
obtain spatially resolved emission profiles [31]. The comprehensive coverage of the
entire emitting region provided by these arrays has enabled us to invert the measured
brightness data tomographically and thus obtain two dimensional emissivity profiles
with a spatial resolution of about 2 cm. Depending on the brightness of the viewed
emission line, the time resolution varies from typically 1 ms for H a to 16 ms for CIII
(4650 A). A detailed description of the experimental apparatus and the inversion
technique will be published in [53] and [27].
Assessment of divertor performance in terms of impurity retention not only re-
quires knowledge of the relevant impurity source strengths and their locations, but
also of the screening efficiency of the SOL plasma. This depends on edge plasma
parameters such as the electron density and temperature profiles, parallel flow ve-
locity, and connection length. A 1-dimensional impurity transport code, MIST [14],
was used to model the SOL and thereby assess its effectiveness in screening the main
plasma from impurities. Edge electron temperature and density information for input
to the model have been derived from an array of Langmuir probes embedded in the
divertor tiles [28].
A.4 Carbon Source
Although Alcator uses Mo tiles as first wall material, C present as a contaminant on
the tile surface even before installation has been identified as the main source of C.
Using interference filters on two Reticon diode arrays for the 4650 A CIII mul-
tiplet, the combined 192 chordal brightness measurements from the arrays viewing
the plasma from the top, bottom, and the side have been inverted to obtain a local
emissivity profile on a 2.5 cm pixel grid. The emission profile has been interpolated
onto a finer grid and smoothed for plotting (see Fig. A-1). It can be seen that
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Figure A-1: Tomographic reconstruction of CIII emission (shot 950303017, t = 0.60 s). Also
shown is the grid of pixels used in the inversion procedure.
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the emission is centered primarily around the X-point and extends downwards from
there to just upstream of the outer strike point. Significant C emission comes also
from the upper part of the inner divertor surfaces, with no discernible contribution
from the inner strike point. The highest emissivity values found around the X-point
are of the order of 250 W m-3 .
The MIST code has been used to model edge conditions typical for the wall and
the divertor source. To this end we have run MIST for two sets of SOL conditions,
representative of the inner wall and the divertor respectively (see Tab. A.1) Each
11 Divertor [ Inner Wall
Connection length 2 m 10 m
Mach number 0.3 0.2
SOL thickness 4 cm 2 cm
Table A.1: Input parameters to the MIST model of the SOL above the divertor surface and
the inner wall surfaces.
SOL condition was then run for two background plasma profiles (corresponding to
he = 1.1 x 10 20 m-3 and iie = 0.7 x 1020 m- 3). Throughout the plasma T = T, was
assumed. The thicker SOL, the shorter connection length, and the faster flow velocity
at the divertor all result in an increased probability of the carbon ion to be swept
back to the target plate. Given a fixed central carbon density, the required source at
the edge to meet that central density has to be 5 times higher at the divertor than
at the wall. This number increases with plasma density, an effect also observed by
impurity injection experiments [34, 2].
Apart from neutral carbon source rates, MIST also calculates the brightness of
the experimentally observed CIII line (A = 4649 AA). The scaling of the neutral car-
bon source with the CIII line brightness has been determined for a range of plasma
conditions and is in good agreement with earlier theoretical calculations [2]. This rela-
tionship was then used to infer neutral particle fluxes from measured line brightnesses
given local plasma temperature and density information. Fig. A-2 depicts the exper-
imental data, showing that the divertor carbon source is roughly two times stronger
than the wall source. However, the wider SOL and the stronger parallel losses
present at the divertor result in a penetration efficiency for carbon which is about
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Figure A-2: Total carbon source rates from brightness measurements at the inner wall
surface and the divertor versus line averaged density. The penetration efficiency of C across the
separatrix is not folded in.
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10 times smaller than for the inner wall according to the model. It is the combined
effects of source strength and penetration efficiency that determine the contribution
of each source to the central impurity content. This leads to the conclusion that
the wall source dominates the divertor source by a factor of 3 at moderate densities
(he a 10 20m- 3 ) and gains in importance towards higher densities. Central carbon
impurity fractions calculated from the measured source rates and the SOL penetra-
tion are around 0.2% of the electron density and agree well with measurements based
on UV lines of CVI. These concentrations of C are roughly 10%, of those observed
on machines with a graphite first wall.
Due to the high plasma densities normally achieved in Alcator and the closed
divertor geometry, neutral densities in the divertor can reach values of n, ~ 5 x
1020 m-3 as calculated from H, radiation. Under these conditions charge exchange
enhancement of line emission becomes a concern. For carbon the charge exchange
contribution to the total carbon radiation was estimated by MIST runs to be around
20%.
A.5 Mo Source
Emission lines from Mol and MoII have been observed and identified for views of
the inner wall as well as the divertor (for a representative spectrum taken from a
view of the divertor that shows two prominent Mol lines see Fig. A-3). The
plasma conditions under which these measurements have been made were typically
BA = 5.3 T, Ip = 800 kA, Tie = 8 x 1019 m-3, ohmically heated discharges. Mo fluxes
at the inner wall correspond to about 30% of those for carbon. On the other hand,
central Mo measurements using a high resolution X-ray spectrometer [8] indicate
concentrations of Mo which are about 10% of normal carbon levels. This leads to the
conclusion that Mo is better screened in the SOL than carbon.
The situation with respect to Mo sputtering is different in the divertor. Lower
values of T prevent significant sputtering by deuterium. Only during Ar gas puffs in
the divertor, when T is above a threshold of 8 eV, does the Mol (3902 A) emission
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Figure A-3: OMA spectrum taken from a divertor view. Two prominent Mol lines are marked;
the majority of lines in this spectrum are from Oil and Cli.
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line become clearly visible. Fig. A-4 summarizes this observation by plotting the
brightness of the Mol (3902 A) line as a function of divertor electron temperature.
The two sets of data correspond to shots with and without Ar gas puffing. The value
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Figure A-4: Brightness of the Mol (3902 A) emission in the divertor. Open symbols are
without Ar puffing, full symbols are with Ar puffing.
of the threshold temperature is consistent with physical sputtering by ArII ions.
Under the assumption of thermalized ArII, the threshold temperature can be used
to determine an effective sheath potential for the divertor target plates (V, = 2.1 V)
using the expression E0 = 2T" + ZV for the sputtering threshold energy E0 . Table
A.2 summarizes the threshold energies and threshold electron temperatures for several
different ion species on a Mo target using a value for the sheath potential of V, = 2.1 V.
A.6 Conclusions
We have spectroscopically identified the main impurity species on Alcator C-Mod to
be C, 0, and Mo. It was found that even though the source rates of C at the divertor
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I0 no Ar:
Species [1 Eo (eV) Ten (eV)
H+ 199 49
D+ 80 22
He+ 46 11
He2+ 46 7
Ar+ 33 8
Ar2+ 33 5
Table A.2: Sputtering energy threshold (Eo)and minimum sputtering electron temperatures
(T,',") for several different ion species on a Mo target [8]. A sheath potential of V = 2.1 V
has been assumed, based on the results from Ar.
are higher than at the wall, the effective screening of impurities by the SOL in the
divertor region more than offsets the larger source rate. Hence the carbon density in
the plasma is dominated by carbon from the inner wall. Due to the low temperatures
prevailing in the divertor, the energy threshold for Mo sputtering by deuterium is not
normally reached. Molybdenum has been observed, however, during Ar gas puffing
in the divertor, consistent with the lower energy threshold for sputtering by Ar.
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